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Man Thongs
An opinions writer shares his
shock at the appearance of a
new undergarment for men.
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ASC takes no decisive action on scheduling

Senate charged the Academic Standards Committee to re-examine class scheduling "with respect to the goals for which it was implemented
and consider a protected time for faculty meetings."
Many students at UPS find themselves with
Deliberations and decisions began on Jan. 18
a class schedule that only contains 90 minute within the ASC and continued until Mar. AlTuesday and Thursday classes, creating a full though there was much deliberation, the ASC
day of academic coursework and rigor.
declined to submit a formal report with recMost faculty and other administrative mem- ommendations to the Faculty Senate, instead
bers at UPS find this to be somewhat problem- choosing to offer suggestions and present both
atic.
the costs and benefits of changing the current
"Tuesdays and Thursdays are just completely system.
jammed up for a lot of students," Academic
"There were just no suggestions that eveDean and Registrar John Finney said. "This is ryone was in agreement about," Chair of the
a huge problem."
ASC and Math department chair Martin JackDean Finney isn't the only one to observe son said. "There wasn't a lot of enthusiasm to
UPS Tennis Success such problems. Earlier this year, the Faculty make a drastic change. It's a huge undertaking

By Rachel Decker & Lipika Choudhury
rdecker@ups.edu & lchoudhury@ups.edu
Editor in Chief & Managing Editor

Women's and men's tennis
continue their Northwest
Conference success.
SPORTS PAGE 18

and the general consensus was simply that the
concerns were not urgent enough now."
In creating a class schedule, a number of
different factors must be considered. Among
these factors are actual physical space (classrooms), personal and pedagogical faculty preferences, finding a common free hour for both
activities and faculty meetings, conflicts with
labs and seminars, trying to create a schedule
that helps students graduate in four years and
trying to avoid class overlap.
"So many factors make the schedule a dynamic thing, " Finney said. "There are certain
departments that have evolved and gravitated
toward styles that benefit from class two days
a week. Both faculty and students seem to increasingly prefer this option, and these trends
are mimicked across the country, with less and
SEE CLASS AVAILABILITY PAGE 2

UPS responds
to Hurricane
Stan at IPE
fundraiser

Jazz Hands
UPS jazz band performs
with jazz legend, Charles
McPherson. McPherson
wailed away on his saxophone, creating a memorable performance.
A&E PAGE 12

By Linh Hoang
lhoang@ups.edu
Senior News Writer

Nature reveals its
glory
Features discovers the great
outdoor opportunities in the
Puget Sound region.
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UPS students and local community members
joined hands in an evening full of music, good
food and the spirit of philanthropy during the
Hurricane Stan Fundraiser for Guatemala and
Mexico on Apr. 2.
According to Comparative Sociology profess
sor Monica DeHart, who organized the event
along with Art professor Linda Williams, the
fundraiser was a response to hurricane Stan,
a tropical storm that hit Mexico, Guatemala
and other Central American countries during
Oct. 2005.
Hurricane Stan produced severe flash floods
and mud slides, killing 2000 people and leaving 100,000 homeless.
SEE FUNDRAISER PAGE 4

Senior Katheryn Pettie entertains young children at Stanley Elementary School for the Mortar Board service project on April 2. Mortar Board enjoys reaching out to the Tacoma Community through service.

Daylight Savings
Time
UPS students find themselves tired and bitter at
losing an hour.
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Watson winners
Unzipped Sex Speakout planning to explore Olympics
discuss sex through art, prose, music and kite-making
By Jessica Bruce
jbruce@ups.edu
Assistant News Editor
In conclusion of three days
of events designed to celebrate
sexuality and empower
victims of sexual assault, UPS
will host the Unzipped Sex
Speakout on Apr. 8 at 7 p.m.
The speakout, coordinated
by senior Jess Wilkerson,
will present speakers, a small
art show and a Zine (a small
publication) featuring poetry
and prose. It will culminate in
a concert with performances
by San Diego band The
Displaced, Portland band The
Swallows and the UPS band
Orca Orca.
The speakout is part of
UPS' participation in the
international Take Back
the Night campaign, which
takes place on campus this
year from April 6-8. Take
Back the Night events are

coordinated annually at UPS coordinator senior Erin
by SIRGE (Sexuality Issues, Cronshaw called "positive
Relationships and Gender sexual experiences" caused
Education). organizers to combine the two
The campaign this year events.
began April 6 with a speech Wilkerson said that sexual
by Leora Tanenbaum, author violence is a "big part of
of "Slut! Growing Up Female sexual experience in general,"
with a Bad Reputation" and making the foci of Take Back
Take Back the Night's staple the Night and the sex speakout
events, a rally and march compatible.
around campus. Other events Wilkerson began planning
this year include self-defense the event in Oct. 2005
training and a speech by a because she observed a lack of
victim of sex trafficking. communication about sexual
Due to funding provided issues on campus and in
by Gender Studies, ASUPS, American culture in general.
CHWS and SIRGE, the "Different experiences have
speakout will be free. forced me to think about how
Wilkerson said that she may realistically we approach sex
print additional copies of inour culture,"Wilkerson said.
the Zine for a fee if interest "There's a narrow spectrum
exceeds their availability at of what we're willing to talk
the event. about. Sex is such a scary
Though the speakout was topic that we often don't ask
originally conceived by about it. If everyone is going
Wilkerson as its own event, through it, why can't we talk
its timing and emphasis on about it?"
of
what Take Back the Night One
Wilkerson's
SEE UNZIPPED PAGE 4

By Brandon Lueken
blueken@ups.edu

Senior News Writer
Underclassmen fretting about what to do
upon their graduation could follow the lead of
two UPS students about to embark on the adventures of their dreams.
Every year, the Watson
Fellowship offers 50 students from a number of
small, liberal arts colleges $25,000 and the
opportunity to spend
an entire year abroad in
countries of their choice
while pursuing a subject
of particular interest to
them.
The Watson Fellowship was started by the Greg Groggel will visit
children of Thomas J.
Watson Sr., the founder former Olympic sites.
of International Business Machines Corp. and his wife Jeannette K.
Watson. The aim of the program was to honor
their parents' long standing interest in education and world affairs.
This year, two of the four UPS applicants for
SEE

FELLOWSHIPS
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Class Availability

CONT. FROM PAGE 1
less class occurring on Friday. However we simply can't of teaching. Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly,
deliver our curriculum in only four days."
faculty members cultivate their own teaching methods
In addition to this, there appear to be differing tenden- and style based on curriculum and their own personal
cies across departments. Many of the sciences, such as preferences.
Math and Computer Science, choose to hold 50-minute
"You want to have a University like this where facclass four days a week. While this
ulty members are teaching to
method is preferable for these subtheir strengths," Holland said.
"You want to have a University like "If faculty members have pedajects, certain professors in the Humanities have found longer class this where faculty members are speak- gogical preferences, they should
ing to their strengths. If faculty mem- be allowed to teach accordingly,
periods more suitable.
Religion professor and depart- bers have pedagogical preferences, they and not be forced into shorter 50
ment chair Suzanne Holland pre- should be allowed to teach accordingly, minute time slots."
fers longer class periods, not only and not be forced into shorter 50 minute
The ASC has dedicated time
because the extended time is more time slots."
gathering suggestions from difconducive to class discussions, but
ferent departments and a variety
also because this allows her to en— Suzanne Holland of faculty members. Their main
gage her students in other activities,
Religion Department Chair reasons for their failure to implesuch as guest speakers.
ment any definite changes thus far
"I offer one three hour class a
is that the faculty do not have the
year and it's my favorite class to teach," Holland said. authority to make changes without the approval of the
"It's similar to graduate school, and I think it's important administration, and more specifically, Academic Dean
for students to be exposed to that format. I think it's a Kris Bartanen.
service for students."
"It's at a particular balancing point right now," JackAnother problem with rearranging the class schedule son said. "I think we have to be realistic about students,
involves a common required activity hour, either for stu- but students need to be realistic as well. A little realism
dent activities or faculty meetings. But some professors needs to exist on both sides. I recognize that it's a comquestion the need, and the existence of such an hour.
promise, and that many needs are being addressed."
"There's just this mythical activity hour," Holland said.
One proposed option that the administration is cur"We have this belief that student groups need to meet at 3 rently considering' w,ould create an additional class time
p.m on Mondays or Wednesdays, and we therefore can't for ,a two-day week oviti,c;p: starting at 7:30 am. The
schedule any classes at that time."
reason for this is that, kcdrding to the administration,
UPS' schedule of classes has changed over time in at this time there are a significant number of free classmany ways. Up until 1969, no classes were offered on rooms, whereas later in the day there are already existWednesday. Classes were typically offered on Monday, ing classroom constraints.
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. In 1999, a new model was
"There just isn't anything big on the horizon to imchosen, offering 50-minute classes on Mondays, Wednes- prove the situation," Finney said.
However most of the faculty members and students
days and Fridays, and 85-minute classes on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. These classes would be offered starting at The Trail talked to strongly preferred longer class times
8:00 a.m. and would end by 5 p.m.
two days a week.
In 1998, then Academic Dean Terry Cooney adopted
In addition to a limited amount of classroom availabilthe current scheduling system out of three contending ity, the administration cited conflicts with science labs,
options. Jackson speculates that this might reflect the which are frequently scheduled in the afternoon.
administration's fear of setting up a class schedule that
"I fully understand the need for science labs to be offered at a variety of times. I respect that," Holland said.
lends itself to three-day weekends.
"The class schedule discussion at ASC has been very "But why do labs get to determine how the humanities
interesting because no strong opinions have been ex- are scheduled?"
When asked if student opinion had been taken into
plicitly expressed during the meetings, which has made
the conversation a little slow at times," student member consideration, both Dean Finney and Professor Jackson
of the ASC Kathryn McMillan said. "I think that there admitted that it had not, but were open to any suggesshould be more spots for block classes on days other tions that students might have.
Rachel Decker wants to not have Friday 2 p.m. class.
than Tuesday and Thursday so that some students will
Lipika Choudhury wants to pass Geology.
not have to take four classes on those days and so that
professors will be able to teach their desired time slot (50
minutes or 80 minutes)."
For more on class availability,
However, different departments have different inclinasee next week's Features Section.
tions in class scheduling based on their preferred methods
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World News
Hussein accused of
genocide by Iraqi court

The Iraqi court is currently trying ex-President
Saddam Hussein for the torture and killings of
148 men. Hussein was charged on April 4 with
genocide and crimes against humanity, accusing
him of attempting to eradicate the Kurdish people.

Moussaoui first person to be
convicted over 9/11 attacks

Al Qaeda member Zaccarias Moussaoui was
found partially responsible for the Sept. 11, 2001
deaths by a jury on April 3, for preventing the FBI
from stopping the hijackers. Mitigating factors,
such as mental instability and anti-Muslim bigotry he faced as a youth, may preclude his execution by lethal injection.

Thai prime minister steps
down

After months of political crisis and demands
for his resignation, Thai Prime Minister Thaksin
Shinawatra announced April 4 that he would not
accept premiership. Following the announcement, the Stock Exchange of Thailand index
reached its highest since Jan.

Palestine willing to engage
in dialogue with Israel

Palestinian foreign minister Mahmoud Zahar,
of the newly elected Hamas party, said Palestine
is willing to work toward a "two-state" solution
with Israel. Hamas has historically vowed to
eliminate Israel and continues to accuse the country of violating international law with "excessive
military force."

Artificial bladders a success

A team of researchers at Wake Forest University School of Medicine successfully implanted
bladders grown from patients' own cells in seven
children. Doctors are experimenting with implanting other lab-grown organs in animals and
have had success with artificial, urine-producing
kidneys in cows.
COMPILED BY TRAIL STAFF

In the Mar. 31
issue of The Trail,
the following
errors occurred:
In the Opinions article "Lavender Graduation celebrates
division, not diversity"
The original headline for the
article was "Challenging equality
in celebrating diversity," which
was written by Opinions Editor
and author Whitney Mac kman.
The headline that ran was inadvertently changed by members
of the Editorial Staff. The Trail ,rto tioions Klee LSAT ,spun.
apologizes if the headline misit t Ptiati6en "ears and
represented Mackman's argu- 3000 sttedeitts tater. I dont
ment.
think anyone -knows' 'more
In the Sports article "Logger Sittot this testa or iti*: to t
crews start season off on startiiiint nties wity
board foot at Daffodil Cup" with my own d
The photo caption that ran
"ion.tt*Itt
under the photo taken by Zach _Syrniria..
Uhlmann incorrectly stated that
'ham .
Wyatt Lewin had to run port side Weeiely 'helps *stens and ffiee
for the first time in his career, toot* isttiots far flie maw table
when Lewin actually rowed stare 4915
board for the first time. Lewin
attuft4st*-ar*LSAT. (Onormally rows port side.
prove h.. C.11'UAW
that
In the Sports article "Men's Or a free seinionar
and women's tennis down
Willamette"
The photo caption that ran
under the photo taken by Talia
Sorrentino incorrectly identified
the female tennis player as Molly Clevenger. The female tennis
player in the photo is actually
Melissa Snyder.
.:.
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Vuong submitted five pages of initial material she was
the Watson were selected out of one thousand student apinterested in to the Watson Fellowship liaison Director
plicants nationwide.
International Political Economy (IPE) major and Photo of Graduate Fellowships and Health Professions Sharon
Services General Manager Greg Groggel, and Biology Chambers-Gordon.
"I immediately thought of all the questions I would
major Linh Vuong, are spending next year in a yearlong
exploration of the Olympic games and kite flying, respec- love to investigate as I fulfilled my Wanderjahr: investigating the navigation techniques of bioluminescent creafttively.
While the topics might seem odd, the Watson Founda- tures, learning about the art of honey bee-keeping, estabtion encourages students to be passionate about their se- lishing a heritage seed bank, observing how Amazonian
monkeys seek out medicinal plants to cure their injuries,
lected topics.
"They want it to be a passion, almost an obsession. It's tracking the sources of bottled waters to their origins, designing ecologically friendly shelters for refugees or surlike, 'Oh, it's. Greg, the Olympics guy, — Groggel said.
Groggel's Watson project is titled "Chasing the Flame: veying a variety of local architectural styles and natural
OF Lasting Legacy of Hosting the Summer Olympics." dyes," Vuong said.
In the end, Vuong chose to study kite making in four
OF In his year abroad, Groggel will visit Mexico City, Muvery different countries: New
nich, Moscow, Seoul, Sydney
Zealand, India, Vietnam and Maand Beijing, circumnavigating
laysia.
the entire globe in his travels.
The project does coincide
Groggel has enjoyed the Olwith her Biology major, as she'll
ympics since his youth. His fambe looking at the biomimicry
ily went to Atlanta in 1998 for
(nature-inspired design) in kite
,,,,the Summer Olympics. In 2002,
$25,000 for independent study and
building.
',when the Olympics were held
travel outside the United States
Vuong will be looking at how
in Salt Lake City, Groggel was
creatures capable of flight have
there. At the Summer OlymAwarded to graduating college
influenced kite design. She'll
pics in Athens two years ago, he
seniors nominated by participating
also be looking into how kites
worked for ESPN.
have been integrated into in her
institutions
"I applied to be a volunteer, but
selected societies.
the organizing committee called
50 fellowships given out each year
"I will be spending roughly
mi me explaining they had lost my apStarted in 1968 to give college
three months in each of these
wplication and didn't need me. By
places. In addition to visiting kite
this time, I had bought my plane
graduates the freedom of independmuseums, participating in the acticket and the Olympics were just
ent study
tivities of kite clubs, visiting Unia month away. I searched online
versities and attending local culUPS has been affiliated with the
and started e-mailing all the teltural festivities involving kites,
evision networks I could find
Watson Fellowship since 1993
I
plan on apprenticing myself to
e-mail addresses for. Finally, an
FACTS COURTESY OF WWW.UPS.EDUMATSON
master kite-builders in each of
SESPN producer said that if I al& VAVWWATSONFELLOWSHIP.ORG
my sites," Vuong said.
ready had paid for my ticket, that
But to be able to chase their
they'd take me," Groggel said.
dreams, Groggel and Vuong had
Six weeks ago, Groggel went
again with ESPN to Turin, Italy, to be a part of the Win- to undergo significant preparation.
"It was like having a fifth class in the fall," Groggel
ter Olympics. When he makes his world tour, Groggel
will be looking specifically at how the Olympics have af- said.
The process starts locally, with students applying to be
fected each host city.
"When a city is selected to host the Olympics, they pour official Puget Sound representatives to the Watson Felcopious resources into development planning and other lowship. An average applicant pool has anywhere from
preparations to host the world," Groggel said. "What 12 to 16 participants and then is cut down to seven or
happens though, when the spotlight moves on? Do these eight after presenting their ideas to a committee made up
projects have a lasting benefit? In some cases, the cities of UPS faculty and staff.
The students that pass the cuts are invited for an inhave been left shell-shocked, wading through debt and
cultural exploitation. In others, hosting the games proved depth interview with a former UPS Watson Fellow. There,
students can present supplemental information and other
to be the catalyst for development."
ft This singularity wasn't so much the case with the oth- details to the interviewer. Vuong brought examples of the
er Watson Fellow and current Fulbright Finalist, Linh cultural kites and Groggel brought in a portfolio of photos.
Vuong.

The Watson
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Linh Vuong will study the art of kite-making in New Zealand,
India, Vietnam and Malaysia.
The class is cut down to the final four by the Watson
Faculty Committee, leaving only those who will constitute the official UPS selection for the Watson Fellowship.
"Following the cut, students just polish their applications and wait," Chambers-Gordon said.
The final four students submit their proposals online,
and are then required to interview with an official Watson
representative. Each candidate receives an hour to spend
one on one with the interviewer.
"It was hard to get energy going for your project when
the interviewer just stares at you. But by the end, I got her
engaged, joking and laughing," Groggel said.
Vuong echoed the same sentiment about weathering the
Watson Fellowship application process.
"The process itself was exciting, lengthy, consuming,
delightful and ultimately rewarding," Vuong said.
All Watson Fellows have to leave the country before
August 1, and then cannot return to the United States for
an entire year. In their travels, they must make contact
with a representative of the Watson Fellowship every few
months, submitting a few pages to ensure they are doing
well and to gauge their success.
"Some Fellows fail. You might find that no one wants
to talk to you when you get there, but that's part of the
Watson. You're on your own, traveling and learning,"
Groggel said.
Vuong and Groggel are the 14th and 15th Watson Fellows from UPS since the University became one of 50
that could nominate its students in 1992.
"We've had great success given high competition,"
Chambers-Gordon said.
Brandon Lueken wants to see kite-flying in the Olympics.
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Unzipped
experiences was an encounter
with a woman from Sweden, who
discussed how sex is treated more
openly in her culture.
"It was just night and day,"
Wilkerson said. "I think that's a
shame."
Wilkerson said that college
students in particular may
experience confusion because of a
lack of discussion about sex.
Wilkerson identified sexually
transmitted infections and date rape
as two subjects that students may
not know how to discuss, though
they may experience these things.
"As a culture we often avoid
talking about sex and sexuality, and
yet these are fundamental aspects
of our lives," Gender Studies and
History professor Nancy Bristow
said. "Too often our only exposure
to these subjects is through the
surreal images we get on TV and
in films, in People Magazine and
music videos. What I appreciate
about the speakout is the effort to

open up real conversations in a safe
and supportive environment so that
members of our community can
explore their own views and values,
their own place in the world."
The speakout will provide a
forum for people within and outside
the campus community.
Of the eight speakers, one is
a woman from outside the UPS
community who works at Toys in
Babeland, a sex shop in Seattle.
Art contributions for the gallery
as well as poetry and prose have
been submitted to Wilkerson from
off campus as well since Wilkerson
distributed flyers in Seattle, Tacoma
and at other colleges.
Speaker topics will include
rape, body image and "kinkiness,"
according to Wilkerson.
Cronshaw said that the sex
speakout is distinctive because of
its discussion of the positive nature
of sexual experiences, such as love.
Cronshaw said it is important to
discuss building relationships that

CONT. FROM PAGE 1
empower both men and women as
well.
"A lot of times on campus, when
we hear about sex, we hear about
sexual assault," Cronshaw said.
"It's important, because many
people don't realize how common
assault is, but the positive things are
important too."
Cronshaw said Take Back the
Night programming is a spin-off on
positive sexual relationships.
Self-defense training, for instance,
helps people feel safer so that they
can focus more on the good aspects
of relationships instead of worrying
about safety.
Wilkerson added that so far, the
campus has been enthusiastic about
organizing a sex speakout.
"It just seems like something
people really need right now,"
Wilkerson said.

Jessica Bruce supports positive
relationships by carrying pepper spray
at night.
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"The storm also caused $1-2 billion in ing the conditions in Gua6nala we're.
material damage," DeHart said. "But it The region around Lake Atitlan was hit
happened after hurricane Katrina, so it the hardest. Wishik urged the community
didn't get as much attention."
to take action.
According to DeHart, the fundraiser
"I met a woman who had lost all of her
was a joint effort by a group of UPS stu- 11 children," Wishik, a mother of two
dents interested in helping hurricane vic- adopted daughters from Guatemala, retims, Latin American Studies programs at called.
UPS, Centro Latino and many local comWishik said she has been working with
munity members and businesses.
a group in Vashon Island, Wash., the sisThe fundraiser was well attended by al- ter city of Santiago, Guatemala, to raise
most 80 adults, children and students.
money to help rebuild the regions that
"We weren't sure how many people were hit by the hurricane.
The group has been able to raise $5000
would show up," junior Kayla Bordelon
said. "It was really rewarding as well as a and helped build a hospital in the hard-hit
relief to see a roomful of people."
region.
The
second
The
fundraiser
speaker was Pedro
featured a presentaSosa, member
tion of the aftermath
"The purpose of the event was to raise of
the American
of the hurricane, money
for Guatemala and Mexico. But Friends
Service
two speakers with more importantly
we want to raise in Portland,
Ore.,
personal ties to Gua- awareness among students
and hopeful- who migrated
to
temala, children's ly build a wider support group
for our America in the late
pifiatas, salsa dance continuous effort in Central America."
instruction and a si1980s fleeing Guatemala's political
lent auction.
—Peter Daniels violence. AccordDeHart said the
Senior ing to Sosa, the
auction and ticket
conditions in Guasales raised over
temala are now
$2000, according to
even worse than when it was first hit by
early estimates.
The proceeds will be split in half; one the storm.
"Six months after the disaster, the
half goes to housing construction in Chiapas, Mexico via Habitat for Humanity amount of aid and help to the region startand the other to women's micro-credit ed to decline, and people started to forget
projects around Lake Atitlan, Guatemala about the incident," Sosa said. "But the
Guatemalans who lost their homes and
through Friendship Bridge.
Laura Wishik, one of the two speakers, families are still struggling every day."
Sosa urged UPS students to help out by
who visited Guatemala after the hurricane
disaster, gave her story of how devastat- not only donating money but also taking
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on volunteer work-in Guatemala.
"You have the mobility across borders
that we don't, due to anti-migration legislation," Sosa said. "I hope you will be
able to help, especially with the educational effort."
According to DeHart, the fundraiser
sought to provide immediate assistance
to help rebuild homes and infrastructures
that were destroyed, as well as to develop
long-term connection between the local
Tacoma community and Guatemala.
"Through the event, we hope to influence students and community members
to think about our connections to the issue," DeHart said. "And hopefully those
who are interested will take this as an opportunity to get involved."
DeHart stressed that there is a close
connection between the local Tacoma
community and the consequences that
the hurricane brought to Guatemala.
The most direct impact is a potential
new wave of immigration to the U.S.,
while the longer-term effects include issues such as underdevelopment and the
effects of globalization.
According to DeHart, a core group
of students, many of whom are members of the Comparative Sociology Club
(CSOC), has been working closely with
the fundraising staff to help organize the
event.
"The purpose of the event was to raise
money for Guatemala and Mexico," President of CSOC, senior Peter Daniels, said.
"But more importantly, we want to raise
awareness among students and hopefully
build a wider support group for our continuous effort in Central America."
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Guatemalan IPE fundraiser estimated to raise
more than $2000.

Some students expressed their interest in being part of the effort to build
long-term relationship between the local
Tacoma community and the Guatemala
community.
"It's a work in progress," Bordelon
said. "UPS needs more bridges with outside communities, and I'm excited to
help build one more bridge, whether it is
with Guatemala or the local Latino community."

I

Linh Hoang is crazy about children's
pinatas.

Campus Crimes
The following incidents were reported to Security Services and occurred on
or near the University between Mar. 28, 2006 and April 4, 2006:

Security and Residence Life staff contacted a student in his room
for suspected violations of the University drug policy.
Security staff contacted a fraternity group on Union Avenue for
suspected violations of the University alcohol policy.
Security staff contacted an unwanted guest on campus. The
visitor had been contacted in Mar. and asked not to return to the
University.
As the weather improves it is important to remember good crime prevention practices. Always secure your room window when you are away or asleep.
Walk in groups or take advantage of Security's safety escort program. Secure
your personal property and do not leave it unattended, even for brief periods.
Contact Security immediately at ext. 3311 to report suspicious or unusual activity.

Be sustainable and recycle me!
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From the Brighter Side: A Faculty Contribution

LETTER TO THE
EDITOR: from the
Office of the President

Family political debates play out as Fox News vs. blogs
another family member complained about Bush to
her sister, the sister replied angrily, how would you
like it if somebody criticized Dad that way?
What a time for educated discourse to disappear
from the family! With no draft, the family's youngsters are not at risk.
There are two political factions in my family. I
On the other hand, without that risk, families are
distinguish them according to their sources of news, less serious about grand ventures like making war.
i.e., the mostly Fox News camp and the mostly bl- And that's a very bad disconnect.
ogosphere camp, but the division existed long before
One could argue that it's hardly important what one
I those media came along.
family talks about, but I argue the opposite. Families
When I was a kid, the division provided the start- — and more generally, communities — need to find
ing point for many family conversations. It was al- ways to resolve the national issues we face today
ways important — a family standard — to bring in because they are the backbone of our democracy.
the best, latest information. My dad was a professor, Informed political discourse needs to start at home,
and being part of an academic community meant because if it doesn't, how can the nation be expected
there was always a graduate student or visiting pro- to engage in it?
fessor who had some special insight.
There are a lot of questions about our current agStanding around the fire after a meal, somebody gression in Iraq I would like to call up my mom to
would say something like: Hey, you're from coun- discuss:
try X ... What's really going on there? And then we
Does an undeclared war with an indeterminate
would have at it.
end justify indefinite suspension of civil liberties?
Our conversations were not always entirely friendWhy are the media giants
ly, but I always felt the family
uncritical of the premises unwas a little stronger for havder which. Jhe w is being
ing them. I like to think that
One could argue that it's hAtd1ylin-:` conducted?
Mom, champion of the Fox portant what one family talks about,
Why do we accept that the
News camp, felt the same but I argue the opposite. Families — and Geneva Conventions are neway.
gotiable in a war on terror?
Ah, the good old days of more generally, communities — need to
These are really instances
find
ways
to
resolve
the
national
issues
family political discourse. We
of a much bigger question I
we
face
today
because
they
are
the
don't do that anymore. Both
would like answers to, espesides seem to have shifted to backbone of our democracy.
cially from people who, like
positions from which it is too
my parents, sacrificed greatly
hard to listen to one another.
in World War II. It is this: how
I've thought about why this is so. As a member could you sacrifice so much and so wisely to fight
of the blogosphere group, I have found that it helps fascism in your youth, but fail even to recognize it
immeasurably to have modern technology to back today when it stands at your door? Or, more to the
up an argument. That's a good thing, but the flip side point: does it really not bother you that this phone
of better information is testier, more emotive ques- conversation could be tapped? Not able to have this
tions.
conversation, we can't stand together to oppose the
Fox Newsers in the family used to argue, for ex- immense forces that seek to destroy our democracy.
ample, that the U.S. didn't really destroy Chilean
Like my father, I am a University professor. And
democracy in the early 1970s, we just gave it a little as a professor, I am very much aware of a Univernudge.
sity's special responsibility to promote informed
Now that we know that United States intervention discourse, to make such discourse so reflexive and
was decisive — from declassified CIA documents on well-greased that all of our graduates go back to
the Web — the discussion becomes not a matter of their homes and communities to engage in informed
whether we did or didn't, but the much more danger- political discourse, to ask hard questions and not acous and emotive "why?"
cept anything but the honest truth and take whatever
As for members of the Fox News camp, many have action that discourse leads them to take.
decided that conversation is not worth the anger that
And maybe one day I' 11 even get up the courage to
wells up inside them when politics comes up. Po- call up Mom to talk about the war.
litical opinion has become branded in a way that it
This article was oringinally published on Mar. 24, 2006,
never used to be, a part of one's identity.
in The News Tribune. Steven Neshyba is a professor in the
I'm not talking abstractions here. One in-law was
Chemistry department.
fired for an "anger management" failure triggered by
a family discussion about the Iraq war. And when

By Steven Neshyba
nesh@ups.edu
Guest Faculty Contribution

Dear Editor:
As staff members who worked closely with our
university's past president, Susan Resneck Pierce,
we experienced her as a person who showed great
consideration to each of us as individuals. Our
daily contact with her gave us the unique opportunity to know her especially well. The editorial
cartoon of last week's Trail could not be more
inaccurate or cruel, and in our view stepped over
the line of decency. Susan Pierce loved this university deeply, and worked exceptionally hard on
behalf of the students, faculty, and staff of Puget
Sound. The Trail owes her an apology.
Sincerely,
Linda King, Assistant to the Board and Office
of the President
Yvonne Bjorklund, Assistant to the President
Patti Turner, President's Resident Manager
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Men's and Women's
Contemporary Clothing
10% student discount when you mention
this ad!
We sell brands such as:
7 for all Man Kind, True Religion Brand Jeans,
Antik Denim, Lacoste, Michael Stars, James
Perse, Trunk Ltd., Grail, Diane Von
Furstenburg, Modern Amusement,
and much more!

750 St. Helen's Ave. Tacoma, WA 98402
253.274.0606

April showers bring skimpy clothes for both sexes and the return of the man thong
By Russell Howe

rhowe@ups.edu
Opinions Writer

Ah, spring.

The

outdoors is beginning

to look appealing
again as the sun be. gins to make a much
needed return. Gone is the dark rainy
weather of winter; from now on our rain
comes with a little bit of sunshine.
I decided to celebrate the coming sunshine the best way I knew how: buying
clean underwear. Nothing says spring
like a fresh pair of hole-free boxers.
TV commercials, magazine ads and bus
station bathroom stalls constantly display scenes of youths frolicking during
the spring and summer months, engaging in cute activities like shaking their
hair from side to side and spontaneously
...jumping into swimming holes.
w (Actually, the bathroom stall depicted
quite a bit more, such as a not-so-innocent scene of leapfrog.)
Because I generally do everything the
media tells me to do, I generally spend
spring flinging my hair about and waiting for someone to randomly ask me to
Igo swimming. It hasn't happened yet,

but when it does, I'm going to have the
cleanest underwear there (unless some
goody-goody actually washes theirs).
While I was in the store picking up my
new threads, I noticed a section of men's
underwear that had never appeared to me
before.
I am familiar with the standard trinity
of men's underwear (briefs, boxers and
diapers), but the underwear displayed on
this wall was completely different from
anything I had ever worn. It had much
less material than even briefs, and came
in an odd assortment of colors, including
animal print.
In short, they were man-thongs.
Instantly my visions of spring were
mined. Gone were the fond dreams of
scantily clad women bathing in the fresh
sunshine, and me watching them from
the tree-line through binoculars.
Instead, I was tormented with the image of hairy, over-weight men prancing
around half-naked with their goodies on
display like a bag of marshmallows at a
candy store.
I know that I am no fashion genius. My
belt hardly ever matches my shoes, and
my polkadot bowtie always clashes with
my plaid disco shirts.
However, no matter how stylistically
challenged I am, I do know that man-

thongs never have, and never will, look
good. So why do people continue to
buy them?
The probable reason is that no matter
how silly and unflattering man-thongs
look, there is always a rumor floating
around that men wearing thongs is sexy.
Let me state right now that this is not
true. Women look good in thongs, men
do not. I do not know why this is true;
it is just one of the laws of the universe,
like snow is always cold and David Letterman is never funny. Men have no
more business wearing thongs than they
do bras.
However, a certain group of men
refuse to obey this law, choosing instead to flaunt their misguided fashion
sense. The politically correct term for
this group is "Europeans."
For years, Europeans have fascinated
visitors with beaches largely contaminated by the man-thong.
Some Americans, mistaking their
quaint medieval ways for high-fashion,
attempt to emulate the European's attraction to bulging pouches in what can
only be described as complete insanity.
This is where the difference between
Americans and Europeans can truly be
seen. Remember, we are a nation renowned for fast food and an overweight
SEE MAN THONGS PAGE 6
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While the man thong does not have many college men hooked, it's few followers are very
loyal.
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LEVIER TO THE
EDITOR
Dear Editor:
Ms. Mackman's article on the Lavender Graduates Celebration and Graduates of Color Reception
seems to set up a logical argument about why these
two celebrations are irrelevant and, in her words,
"infuriating]."
However, she quickly leaves these points behind
by explaining the reason these events upset her is
that society should not be set up in such a way that
LGBT students and students of color have different
struggles from the rest of the population.
She recommends that instead of planning celebrations that acknowledge these struggles and
celebrate students' triumphs over them, we should
"start a revolution of a new society that actually
never makes distinctions based on race or orientation."
Although I agree that a new society is in order,
I cannot agree that it is a better idea to restructure
society than celebrate people who succeed within
the society that exists now, nor can I agree that an
ideal society would not make distinctions based on
race or sexual orientation, two characteristics that
deserve to be recognized, not ignored.
Ms. Mackman has proposed an idea the rest of
the world has yet to fathom and that does not truly
address the issue at hand; a society that is accepting
of all people without recognizing their differences.
LGBT seniors and seniors of color have indeed
faced obstacles the rest of the UPS population has
not. Most of us have been harassed, discriminated
against, isolated, tokenized, labeled, mislabeled,
and/or ridiculed because of our sexuality and/or
race.
We have struggled with our identities as we have
learned more about ourselves and each other. We
have experienced these issues because of thousands
of years of political, religious, and cultural developments in society.
Instead of wasting time wishing that marginalized
students could avoid these unfair troubles wouldn't
it be better to accept the fact that we endured them
and celebrate the fact that we have succeeded despite them?
According to Ms. Mackman, "when you are
... always feeling different and out of place, you
can either retreat into a hole of denial or find new
strength and pride in the very thing that has cast
you outside of 'normal."'
She continues by saying that this is a lose-lose
situation because no matter which direction we
choose, we are letting the aspect of us that is "different" be the only part of our identity that people
notice.
I completely disagree. If you choose the former,
then you are rejecting yourself and living without a
true identity. If you choose the latter, then you accept yourself and therefore have a strong core from
which to continue to develop different aspects of
your identity.
Personally, I decided to find new strength in my
sexuality and have used my coming out experience
as a way to come to terms with my family background and religion.
I am proud of this fact and look forward to the
opportunity to celebrating it during the Lavender
Graduates Reception, Baccalaureate, and the Commencement ceremony itself.
Sincerely,
Becca Herman '06

The Trail

Hey Seniors!
Have you donated to the Senior Class Gift yet?
If not, contact Abbie Larson, or a member of the Senior Gift
Committee today!

Google getting grilled by government
An exploration of privacy rights in an era of technological innovation
By Zach Uhlmann
zuhlmann@ups.edu
Opinions Writer

According to the San Francisco Chronicle, Google.
has encountered "intense" criticism because they filter
searches for "democracy and Falun Gong." On one
continent, Google refuses to limit the extent of their
customer's freedom, but if you travel eastward and apRecently, the United States Justice parently their policies are two-faced. This appears to
Department requested information simply be the hypocrisy of integrating American busion personal search habits from the ness into the international economy.
accounts of millions of American
While Google's appeal did spark controversy a few a
search engine users. Microsoft's MSN, Yahoo and AOL weeks ago, it's not a huge issue. This issue prompts
all complied with the Justice Department subpoena, two questions I touched on earlier: Should the govwhile Google opted to take the case to the 9th District ernment have the power to access people's private onCourt where they were deline information? Secondly and
feated and ordered to give a
more importantly, can we judge
much lesser sample of user
American businesses, both oninformation.
line and other, for upholding.
While the other online regdouble standards due to the iniments were too busy trading
ternational economy?
secrets, Google dug a trench
Google's submissive response
and put up a fight. I cornin China is hypocritical, but it's
Do you feel as if the govmend them.
the only way to enter the forernment is asking for too
When the Justice Departeign markets. Taking a moral
ment hands out subpoenas to
stand in China is like paddling
much information from interthe big names in American
against the tsunami current ofw
net search engines?
search engines, it's no surthe Asian market.
prise the only company to
I see this criticism as pertiresist is the most rebellious
nent, but the parallel between
A. Anything to stop child porn.
of the bunch; the company
Chinese compliance and Googwhose employees wear tle's domestic defiance are not
shirts and jeans to work. NPR
the same situations; the two
What's an internet search
quoted Google co-founder
aren't entirely analogous to
engine? What's everyone googling
Sergey Brin as saying that
each other.
cooperating with the governThe point of this quickly disand yahooing about?
ment "is a slippery slope and
sipating controversy is whether
it's a path we shouldn't go
or not the Justice Department is
Get your nose out of my
down."
entitled to personal information
In this situation, Brin has
just because they say so.
business.
valid concern when considThe information requested
ering the quantity of users
was intended to help bolster a
I will forever use Google, no
the Justice Department origichild pornography case, but the
nally wanted to sample (milsample number was far too large
matter what they do. Go Google, go!
lions), especially considering
and the practice too invasive.
its purpose and destination.
No one really knows where that
VISIT ASUPS.UPS.EDU/TRAIL TO VOTE!
The Justice Department
information is going. I would
claims the user informaimagine that after the court case
tion is needed to uphold The
ends, the samples won't be de al
Child Online Protection Act
stroyed
Homeland Security
(COPA) in a current court case in Pennsylvania. While will browse and peruse and it may be saved for future
all is noble and righteous in the pursuit of anybody in- reference. Who knows?
volved in "child pornography rings," scouring a sample
Would you look through somebody's diary if they
online searches in a demographic sample the size of were out of the room? How about their text messages?
Seattle is an excessive breach of freedom.
Such strong self-discipline takes some super BudGoogle's defiance is not in advocacy of child por- dhist willpower stronger than a Long Island Ice Tea at
nography perpetrators; it's a protection of privacy. Al- Chopstix. Both sides have an argument, but Google's 1
though they eventually were ordered to hand over some logic is based on domestic issues and the opponent's is
information, it's only a fraction of the original request. based on an international analogy. Yes, Google is hypAlthough I do support Google's resilience, their po- ocritical, but because MSN, Yahoo and AOL all have
litical stance is inconsistent. In order to operate Google a censored Chinese search engine, they can't survive
out of China, they agreed to a Chinese Internet practice otherwise.
Zach Uhlmann will continue to use Google, but not for
of censoring certain searches pertaining to government
porn..
– known as the Great Firewall of China.
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MAN THONGS
Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to respond to all articles or important issues by writing a letter to the Editor. Columns
and letters in the Opinions section are printed at
the discretion of the Editorial Board. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letter that is submitted for publication. Letters must be signed with
a full name and contact information and are due
no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may be
mailed to trailops@ups.edu or delivered through
the mail to CMB 1095.

Men's
Crew
defeats
Gonzaga

population, and believe me, manthongs do nothing to improve this
image.
Europeans may look odd in their
man-thongs, but Americans look
like walruses stuffed into an eight
year old's whitey-tighties.
Imagine that creepy man with
a beer gut and pit stains you saw
hanging out at McDonalds. Now
imagine him wearing nothing but a
thong.
When you get right down to it, the
only people who have any business
whatsoever wearing man-thongs are

Daylight
Savings

CONT. FROM PAGE

professional strippers.
The man-thong is a special and
time honored tool in the stripping
arsenal, along with back waxing
and the ability to pick up $1 bills
from the floor by only flexing strategic butt muscles.
The bottom line is that despite
some men's desperate wishes, a
thong is not going to make their
body look better. The only way
to do that is by the ancient method of dieting and working out.
Getting a huge tattoo of David Hasselhoff couldn't hurt either.

Fool's
Day

5

This spring, let's make an effort
to improve the American image.
Don't wear a man-thong, and if you
see someone wearing one, tell them
to cut it out ... unless they're one
of those huge biker guys, in which
case it's probably okay to just let it
slide.
Russell Howe blesses the fruit of
the loom on a daily basis and will soon
found the anti-thong movement in Europe, and anywhere else its needed.

Foolish
Pleasures
turnout
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR: Lavendar Graduation
Dear Editor:
Whitney Mackman's opinion piece in The Trail
challenged the wisdom of a holding a celebration for
queer graduates. She suggests that a ceremony to honor queer students is divisive and takes us back to days
where queer students were not accepted as an integral
part of the community. By articulating her views Ms
Mackman joins an important and contentious debate
addressing the role of identity in our lives and the
question of how to best proceed to create a just and
equitable society. While I agree with Ms Mackman's
desire for a society where sexuality does not matter,
I contend that our Lavender Graduates Celebration is
important and necessary.
Let me begin with a clarification. The event under
discussion is not a graduation. There is only one graduation at Puget Sound and it happens on Sunday. A
careful look at the commencement weekend information reveals that the Friday gathering is a celebration
of lavender graduates, not a graduation.
So why is the Lavender Graduates Celebration important? I suggest five reasons. First, sexuality matters and equality remains an elusive goal for sexual
minorities. In some countries homosexual acts remain
a crime that is punishable by death. In the United
States, there is a web of laws that treat queer citizens
differently than straight citizens. We see the absence
of equality played out in areas such as military service, adoption, marriage, immigration, donating blood,
and insurance. In Washington State, recent legislation
extending basic civil protections to sexual minorities
may be overturned by initiative before it takes effect.
In much of the state and the nation, an individual can
be denied housing or fired from a job simply for being
gay. Clearly sexuality matters in today's world and
pretending that it isn't so is to deny a very real problem. And denying a problem postpones a solution.
Second, the Lavender Graduates Celebration sends
important messages of support, value, and pride to the
queer community. Many queer graduates lack families
or friends who fully support and appreciate the significance of what it means to be a lavender graduate. The

Lavender Celebration can be a critical place of support
for those who have experienced alienation from family, friends, or their spiritual community.
Third, to contend that individual celebrations create division is to fuel a particularly insidious type of
oppression that tends to exist in contemporary society. These days, few want to be seen as homophobic.
Queer people are therefore welcomed to the campus as
long as we don't draw attention to ourselves as different — as long as we aren't "in the face" of the majority.
The result is to force sexual minorities to engage in
what Kenji Yoshino calls "covering." It's okay to be
out as long as we blend in, as long as we don't draw
attention to our unique experiences by holding a "divisive" celebration.
Fourth, the fact that the Lavender Graduates Celebration offends some is evidence that it is necessary.
Queer people consider what other people think about
their sexual identity all the time; it's a matter of physical, economic and emotional survival. We wonder
what assumptions people are making about us, the stereotypes they may harbor about us, and where it is safe
to be known. Straight people rarely consider these issues. That's the privilege of hetero-normativity. If the
Lay Grad Celebration causes straight people to think
about sexuality and helps them experience some of the
discomfort that queer people regularly experience, it is
a step toward undoing hetero-normativity and toward
creating a world where no one needs to wonder if it is
safe for their sexuality to be known.
Finally, a Lavender Graduates Celebration has importance beyond what it means to those who might attend. The Lay Grad Celebration sends a message to
the campus community and to society at large. The
message is that homophobia does not belong in a just
and equitable society. Queer people deserve respect
and acknowledgment. Even if few attend the Lavender Graduates Celebration, its annual occurrence is a
prayer that such a celebration may some day be unnecessary.
Sincerely,
Professor Terry Beck

Discussion is not degradation
By Chris Van
Vechten
reb091284@aol.
coin
Opinions Copy
Editor
Last week, Trail Senior
News Writer, Linh Hoang,
published an article entitled "Arrest of UPS student
shocks campus." The article
recalled the recent incarceration of Dustin Miyakawa,
and recorded the reaction of
friends and fellow students
from the UPS campus community.
However, what I personally found so "shocking"
about this incident was not
so much that a UPS student could be accused of
attempting to proposition a
minor (anyone who has ever
worked for Campus Security can tell you there is no
dearth of disturbed students
at UPS) but rather, the expressed concern raised by
some of Miyakawa's friends
that this incident could have
serious racial ramifications
for UPS' Asian and Hawaiian community.
As one of Miyakawa's
anonymous friends commented, "People talk about
him like they know him, I
also heard that some classes
even discussed the incidents.
I would hate to be in a class
when people discussed this."
Another anonymous commentator said "It is rough
for the guys from Hawaii on
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campus as well.
People started
making assumptions about 20
year old Asian
UPS students,
and I have to say
the majority of
them come from
Hawaii."
Now, I recognize that all
people are vulnerable to stereotypes and assumptions. I
will be the first to tell you
that I myself am certainly
not immune to irrational
prejudices. But I would ask
Miyakawa's friends whether
or not it is also stereotypical
and wrong to simultaneously
assume that UPS students,
even in a classroom setting
while under the supervision
of a professor, are incapable
of discussing such incidents
in a mature and sensible
fashion.
Please don't misunderstand. I'm not denying that
some of the students' classes
who discussed these incidents
may have created inaccurate
impressions of Miyakawa,
Asians, male Hawaiians etc.
All I'm suggesting is that the
majority of those students
who were fortunate enough
to candidly express their
thoughts concerning Miyakawa's arrest probably ended up leaving their classes
with a sense of closure and
perhaps even their own piece
of mind, something I believe
is vital for this campus' collective healing.
With regards to fears that
Miyakawa's arrest could
have dire implications for

ne

senior wine
tasting

UPS' Asian or Hawaiian
communities, I'm not sure
where such racist threats
would come from. Though
I'm certainly not an authority on the subject, my impression of how Asian and Hawaiian students are treated
on this campus has always
been fairly favorable.
After all, recently elected
ASUPS Student Body President, Van Lang Pham, is
Asian, but the UPS student
body obviously seems comfortable enough with him
holding the most powerful
position in student government.
The Hui 0 Hawaii club
seems to still be doing reasonably well too, despite Miyakawa's arrest. I've neither
yet received any reports of
their membership declining,
nor any significant changes
being made in preparation
for their upcoming Luau,
perhaps UPS' most anticipated and beloved student
function (aside from Cocktales of course).
I'm not saying Miyakawa's
friends' fears are totally ungrounded. Sure, merit certainly exists for their concerns and I understand why
they wish to remain anonymous. But I would ask that
we continue to put faith in
the general decency of our
fellow classmates, and not
make an already bad situation worse by pumping this
campus full of potentially
divisive fears concerning racial tension.
Chris Van Vechten rocks!

Lack of
participation
in ASUPS
positions
p

OPEN-ENDED
FORUM
WHAT ARE YOU FEELINGS
ON THE GANG-RAPE ALLEGATIONS AGAINST THE DUKE
MEN'S LACROSSE TEAM?

•
Jordan Beede, senior
"I think it's wrong to treat a human
being like that, and something needs to
happen to those involved. "
•

Erin Perschbacher, junior
"I have a lot of respect for the University taking action rather than covering up or making exceptions for these
students' violations of another person."
•

Carling Lee, freshman
"This type of thing happens a lot.
The only reason we know about it is
because it's Duke, and apparently we
expect better of well-educated Duke
students."
Franny Allen, sophomore
"Americans look up to male athletes
which allows for this to be more okay
than if they had been non-athlete students."

Know Your

Numbers

PH et Sound students

pagy smart:
Sixty-five percent had 0-4 drinks
when they partied.
•
seven percent of studentS
who drank alcohol used a
desiOated driver.
FiAttv--two percent of students who
drank alcohol ate before
and/or while partying;
-

BeRd on the 2004 NOR eallipliS wide suney,
(lir sostepetikuts, alumni of tbinliktOityhedenOotts)
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1 oz. hard liquor

Questions? Want, to ,!;,et involved?
eon Comsat*, Health & Wellness Serviees at

879-1555
Know the alcohol policy in The Logger
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UPS webmail finally finds a stable hosting site
By Stephanie Syrett
ssyrett@ups.edu
Campus Bubble Writer
Earlier this year, there was one topic at the forefront
of everyone's minds: Webmail. Whether Webmail was
working or not, UPS' e-mail system was a source of both
satisfaction and frustration.
Over winter break, the Office of Information Services
worked diligently to change the old e-mail system to the
current program. The question now, after all of the kinks
have been worked out and the system is fully in place, is
how the students, staff and faculty are responding.
According to UPS, the students are apparently pleased
with the new system.
"Their response was very good, even better than the
faculty and staff," Associate Vice President of OIS, Norman Imamshah said. "Faculty and staff have different
needs, like calendars. But the student's needs were well
met."
The OIS HelpDesk has been working overtime to help
the students configure their computers to the new system,
but most of the problems have been relatively minor.
"Nine times out of 10 the main problem with Webmail
is resetting a forgotten password," Imamshah said.
The difficulties were evenly divided between Mac
and PC users, with many of the more difficult problems
coming from students studying overseas.
Imamshah has seen three different versions of Webmail over the past four and a half years. The first version
was abandoned by the vendor in 2002, meaning that no
changes could be made in the program due to lack of
existing support.
This proved a problem because the program could

only handle 250 concurrent logins, or a little under 10%
of the student body at the time.
That program was replaced in 2005 by Squirrelmail, an
open source program. It was a free program, but again,
without support. Squirrelmail worked well, and Imamshah is quick to point out that it is a good system.
The new Webmail uses Outlook Web Access, the main
component needed to work the calendar feature. It offers
a large menu of new features, as well as an added bonus
of fewer passwords to remember.
"Students are enthralled with having 200 megabytes
of storage rather than 20," Imamshah said.
Additionally, the new Webmail allows for 50 megabytes worth of attachments instead of the previous five.
There have also been additions to the calendar feature,
which is used more by faculty and staff than students.
OIS is working on an application that will allow students
to input their class schedules into their calendars, which
already allow those who use it to arrange meetings with
other members of the UPS community and efficiently
plan out meetings months ahead.
"You have it, use it." Imamshah said.
To help facilitate the conversion, OIS held 42 training
sessions over a three-week period. These training sessions were not well attended by students, but the attendance didn't worry OIS.
"Students just experiment and learn how to do it, then
teach others. They have a different way of learning," Imamshah said.
If there are any questions, the HelpDesk is more than
happy to help students find their way around the new
system.
Some students, however, wish that the University had
been able to foresee the changing needs and avoid the
problems associated with the change-over.

"I think the problems should have been recognized or
thought of before they actually happened. For example,
with close to 3,000 users, someone should have thought
that space might be an issue before it actually was," senior Erin Karn said.
So how does this Webmail compare to the programs
used by UPS in the past?
"This is the best system the University has had since
I've been here," Imamshah said.
Other students share similar sentiments.
"I only remember two other Webmails. I guess anything's better than the last version we've just been usip
ing," senior Julie Hawthorne said.
Other students tried to escape Webmail difficulties by
using another e-mail system, which is something that
OIS will also gladly help students set up.
"I feel like OIS is doing the best they can. Good for
them for taking care of things. However, I found it easiest to bypass Webmail altogether and have it forwarded
to a different provider," Hawthorne said. •
Overall, the change was done in a shorter amount of
time than promised, and every single event connected
with the changeover was communicated to the campus,
mostly through mass e-mails.
According to OIS, the new system is the most in-tune
with the University's needs and is now working at full
capacity. Any questions or problems can be addressed _
to the OIS HelpDesk at helpdesk@ups.edu or extensional
8585.
The HelpDesk can also be visited in person; in Library 032. For more information on the Exchange email
and calendar project, please visit www.ups.edu/ois/exchange.
Stephanie Syrett is less than ecstatic about the new webmail,
and is planning on developing her own e-mail system..

Swing Out dances its way back into spotlight at UPS
Money was evidently a great crowd
pleaser.
"Before the dance, we had a workshop
featuring awesome instructors from all
over the area teaching Lindy Hop, CharEvery Monday at 7 p.m., if you walk
leston, Balboa and Blues dancing," Fong
by the Kilworth Chapel basement lounge
said.
you will find a group of students doing
Yet for all the attention and interest
something they love — swing dancing.
the club is currently garnering, the club
The Swing Out! UPS club meets each
wasn't as popular just a few years ago.
week to brush up on their dancing skills
When President Alice Fong transferred
for an hour's worth of dancing lessons
to UPS in the fall of 2004, she was exfrom fellow students and guest instructors
cited to know that UPS had a swing dance
alike, followed by free-for-all dancing afclub, but was disappointed at the lack of
terwards. The dancing is even open to the
club enthusiasm. So this year when she
public, without cost.
became president, she vowed to make a
Every semester, the club usually hosts
difference in the club.
a big dance for students and others in
"With the help of my friend and Vicethe community to come and enjoy swing
President of the club, Megan Morrison,
dancing.
we helped bring the club up from ruin,"
But for those who may have little (or
Fong said. "Not only have the past two
no) experience dancing to the sounds of
dances we organized been an incredible
big band music, there are always lessons
success compared to prior years, but the
preceding the dances.
interest in the club has significantly increased."
Next year's plans for the club include
holding more workshops and bringing in
acclaimed dance instructors from the area
to teach students.
Also in the works for the coming year
are field trips to Seattle for social dancing, and bigger and better attendance at
all the dances. Next fall is Fong's last semester at UPS, and the new president will
be Robert Hildebrand.
"I have faith that he will keep the club
strong when I leave," Fong said.
Also in officer positions are freshman
Parker Phend as Vice-President, and the remaining officers who are all sophomores:
Treasurer Meredith Reinecke, Secretary/
Activities Coordinator Stewart Decker,
AbUra 11-1U1USUIVILtb/ ltbb WILIkttWN Sound Technician Peter McDonough and
Publicity Chair Kelly Zeiler.
Students swing dance their stress away under the strengthened leadership of Swing Out club.
"All of these students were people I

By Jordan Myers
jmyers@ups.edu
Campus Bubble Writer

"Yes, but I
did it instead
of my Econ
homework."

Last Dec. the Swing Out! UPS club
hosted its fall semester dance, "Mistletoast" off campus for the first time in the
club's history. It was held in the beautiful Temple Ballroom, with a full 10-piece
band, the Solomon Douglas Swingtet,
playing the venue.
There was a dance competition, performance and a chocolate fountain. This
event was the first big event hosted by
club President Alice Fong, who was very
satisfied with the results:
"There were nearly 200 people in attendance, and I was just overcome with
happiness at the result," Fong said.
For a club that started the year with over
70 people attending the first lesson, and a
modest 15-20 weekly attendees, the success of this event has yet to be matched.
At the end of Mar. the big spring Swing
Out! UPS event took place on campus.
"Spring into Swing" was not quite as
populated as December's "Mistletoast"
but was still a sensation. The band Lunch

"No. I started
to, but it was
way too long."

"Nope. I don't
even know
what that is."

personally encouraged to be an officer because I knew they would be dedicated to
keep the swing club strong," Fong said.
At each lesson, students can learn spe-40
cific moves from the officers that will help
them in the swing dancing that follows.
Fong and Morrison usually learn the
moves from videos and then teach them
to members of the club during the 7 p.m.
lesson time.
They mainly focus on Lindy Hop, the _
original swing dance. This style was pop- IP
ular in the 1920's until the 1940's, and is
usually danced to swing and jazz music.
Lindy Hop is generally harder than other
types of partnered dances, such as East
Coast Swing, but it emphasizes the connection between partners.
"The style of dance I am most enthu-.
siastic about is Blues Dancing because it
probably involves the most intimate connection between you and your partner,"
Fong said. "It's not the traditional leading and following, but its somewhat like
working together as one unit as you connect to the music."
If you are interested in learning some
swing moves, you don't have to wait until
next year to start attending the meetings.
There is still much more dancing to be
done this semester. You don't even need
to bring a partner — dancers rotate during
the lessons so everyone gets a chance to
dance with everyone else.
Swing Out! UPS club meetings are held'
every Monday night at 7 p.m. in the basement of Kilworth Chapel.
If you have no experience, or just want
to brush up on your skills, attend the lessons before the dancing starts at 8 p.m. So
swing by Kilworth next Monday to get a
feel for the club — you won't leave disappointed!
Jordan Myers hopes to become a
professional swing dancer some day.

"No. I had to
constantly
delete those
messages."

Kerala Hise

Zach Uhlmann

Jane Kestner

freshman

junior

freshman
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UPS HIGHLIGHTS
Senior
RDG

Theatre
Festival

7 p_rn. on April 7 & 8

@-Wilson High School
Tickets available at the info center
$5 for UPS students
$7 for the general public

@ Norton Clapp
Theatre

Logger Baseball
vs. George Fox
April 8 @ Noon

7:30 p.m. on April 7-8
Tickets available at the Info Center

$6 for UPS students
$8 for the general public

CAMPUS FILMS
April 7-9: Memoirs

a Geisha

of

At Kittredge This Weekend:

Cris Bruch and Sally Schuh

MC 103 FRI @ 9:30 P.M. & MIDNIGHT
SAT @ 8 & 10:30 P.M.
SUN @ 6 & 8:30 P.M.

Still looking for a
place to live next
year?
Did you miss the
housing lottery?

We still have a place
for you on campus!
Contact Residence
Life today at
(253) 8794317
Got an event you'd like to
publicize?

April 8-9
HOURS: M-F: 10

SEATTLE

A.M.-5 P.M.

S:

E-mail trailbubble@ups.edu

NOON-5 P.M.

TACOMA

FRIDAY APRIL 7
7:30 p.m. Sia at Crocodile Cafe
7 p.m. Horrorpops, The Briefs and Left Alone at El Corazon

FRIDAY APRIL 7
9 p.m. Becky Sue and the Big Rockin' Daddies at Jazzbones

SATURDAY APRIL 8
11:30 a.m. The Cops and Slender Means at Crocodile Cafe

SATURDAY APRIL 8
6:30 p.m. Fall Out Boy and the All American Rejects at the Tacoma
Dome. Tickets available at all Ticketmaster locations
9 p.m. The PaperBoys and Celtic Rock at Jazzbones

SUNDAY APRIL 9
1:05 p.m. Seattle Mariners vs. Oakland Athletics at Safeco Field
6 p.m. Seattle SuperSonics vs. Phoenix Suns at Key Arena

SUNDAY APRIL 9
2 p.m. Tribute to Kirt Kolstad at Jazzbones

MONDAY APRIL 10
7 p.m. Queen and Paul Rodgers at Key Arena
8 p.m. Shock Therapy at Neumos
TUESDAY APRIL H.
7:30 p.m. Jett City, House on a Hill and Drive Like You Stole It
at Crocodile Cafe
THURSDAY APRIL 13
8 p.m. Whalebones and Band of Horses at Neumos

The Trail is looking

for a our input!

Submit your photos to

trailbubble u s.edu

FRIDAY APRIL 14
7:30 p.m. Wanda Sykes at the Moore Theatre
SATURDAY APRIL 15
7:30 p.m. Wanda Sykes at the Moore Theatre
8 p.m. 30 Seconds To Mars at the Showbox Theater

STAFF PICKS OF THE WEEK
"RDG is being held at Wilson High
School on April 7 & 8 at 7 p.m."

"Queen is performing at Key Arena
on April 10 at 7 p.m."

"There's a Sex Speak Out on April 8 at
7 p.m. in Marshall Hall."

—Katie Azarow, Opinions Editor

—Lipika Choudhury, Managing Editor

—Rachel Decker, Editor in Chief
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The Trail

THE GREA
A guide to popular
ents v

ABOVE (1)

Olympic Mountains

An advanced backpacking trip offered for Puget Sound Outdoors

leader training.
BELOW (2)
Snow Lake

A picturesque lake right off Snoqualmie Pass (park near Alpental Ski area).
A very popular hiking area. Students can make a nice longer day hike. Snowshoeing into the lake in winter
can be highly rewarding, but also requires large amounts of caution due to very high avalanche threats.
BELOW RIGHT (3) Flapjack Lake Great backpacking spot in the Olympics.

BELOW (4) — Smith Rock

World famous climbing area near Redmond, Ore. A long
drive but often done by many students.
RIGHT (5)
Olympic Coast — Wonderful, secluded and rugged coastlines. Hiking
can be challenging, but camping on the beach is highly rewarding. A good trip option if
trekking into the snow is undesired. A great way to spend a weekend.
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The Trail

OUTDOOR
hwest outdoor sites
•get away.

ABOVE (6)

Goat Lake — Classic Backpacking loop south of Mt. Rainier with stunning views of Mt.
Adams and the delicately placed and magically colored Goat lake. Mountain goats can be seen! Best in
early fall.

BELOW (7)

COLUMBIA
BASql

Mt. Rainier State Park — North side.
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Spin Magazine: another generation bites the dust
By China Bialos

point in 2005, Publishers Information Bureau. Though
content alone might suggest that Spin does not shape
taste as well as its potential might allow, sales seem to
A&E Copy Editor
verify this fact as they currently stand.
While Hartle Media's Tom Hartle will act as President
From the Mar. 28 edition of Spin's "My Backpages," of the new Spin (now separate from Vibe), Chairman/
by Chuck Klosterman:
CEO Nion McEvoy of McEvoy Group has taken over as
"Well, this is it. It's over. For the past six months, I've Spin CEO and already appointed its heads of staff. Rebeen writing these nostalgic, semi-fond, Ken Burns-ian placing former Editor ni Chief Sia Michel — the first fere-examinations of old issues of Spin, but this is the last male Editor in Chief of a national music magazine — is
one ... I don't think I will ever be able to find another Andy Pemberton, former Blender Editor in Chief. And
edition of Spin as bizarre as this April 1990 'Fifth An- renewing his one-time role as publisher of Spin is Malniversary Issue."
colm Campbell, who worked with Pemberton at Blender
For some reason, Spin founder Bob Guccione Jr. elect- and acted as editor of Q.
ed to use his editor's letter to explain why his marriage
As one of the writers responsible for giving Spin a fan
had failed.
base to begin with, Chuck Klosterman wrote his final
"'I have failed at everything I have ever done,' Guc- edition of "My Backpages" well before the publication
cione writes. 'We all have. Success is more than ephem- was sold and his writerly fate predicted. Though he puberal, it's mythological: It doesn't,
lished a review of the long-awaitfinally, exist.'
ed Guns N' Roses album "Chinese
"That's some heavy s**t, broth"I have failed at everything I have ever Democracy" on April 1, Klosterer. Thanks for the bum-out."
done. We all have. Success is more than man's work will likely cease now
Nearly 16 years after Guccione ephemeral, it's mythological: It doesn't, that he has ambiguously quit or
gave a piece of his broken heart finally, exist."
been fired from the publication;
to Spin readers, another bum-out
it has been rumored that he left
—Spin founder Bob Guccione
came to Klosterman and his Spin
Spin once Michel, who hired him
colleagues: a mass layoff.
in 2002, was let go from her posiIf you're currently out of the
tion.
theoretical tastemakers' loop, Spin Magazine, part of
New editorship of Spin is reported to begin with
Vibe/Spin Ventures LLC since 1985, officially passed Spin's June issue; as for Sia Michel, who became Edithrough new hands on Feb. 28. And though Guccione tor in Chibf in 2002 after moving 'up for five years, it is
may have failed in love, he fared quite well on the busi- up to Spin's readers to determine whether her stepping
ness front — Miller Publishing CEO Robert Miller, who down will bring the music magazine new, much-needed
paid Guccione a reported $42 million for Spin owner- life. In a 2003 interview with Media Bistro (www.mediship in 1997, sold the publication for a mere $5 mil- abistro.com), Michel had identified Spin as the first U.S.
lion to Hartle Media LLC and Chronicle Books owner publication to feature bands like The Strokes and White
McEvoy Group LLC. According to the Audit Bureau of Stripes as cover artists, and noted that a major change
Circulations, paid circulation of Spin fell under its rate to occur under her leadership was the "freshening up"
base of 550,000 in the latter half of 2005, and at the time of the magazine, both in appearance and the presence of
of Spin's purchase in late Feb., its YTD advertising rev- lesser known bands than those typically given coverage
enue was only 75 percent of what it had been at the same in media publications. Included in this makeover were

cbialos@ups.edu

the annually anticipated (or dreaded) "Next Big Things"
and "Ultimate List'' issues, as well as a high volume of
album reviews published in each issue.
But while Michel did revamp Spin and give it a more
fun, accessible feel for a young audience, the emphases
on quantity and hip appearances — though necessary
for breaking young artists — are what gave Spin little
distance from internet blogs and music sites in terms of
easy content. In short, Spin is a print version of a music
website, only it's not free and isn't as timely.
Because of its monthly publication, it would not be an
unreasonable complaint (on behalf of the young music
connoisseur) that Spin's spotted trends are already behind and unable to give the publication its desired role as
tastemaker. Nor would it be unreasonable for musicians
like Metric's Emily Haines — in a column for internet
music site The Tnpwire — to joke about "forgiving"
Spin for praising passé bands like My Chemical Romance, who are so, totally 2004.
In that aforementioned edition of "My Backpages,"
Chuck Klosterman had followed up his Guccione reference by stating that "the internet has made people boring," asking simply, "What ever happened to asking us
if we were ready to rock?" And a publication like Spin,
which currently stresses trivial knowledge in volume
and music as a scene, lacks the romanticism of music
and unattainable rock stars, which could potentially separate the print mag from online competitors and make it
a valuable source for those looking to gain real insight
into the music world. Spin makes an effort (and fails) at
competing with the blogosphere and underground music
culture that it is not a part of, so instead of embracing its
role as a print magazine with the potential of influencing
music fans through true, passionate writing, it merely
tries to compete but finds itself glossy and of little substance. It is not a tastemaker but a scenester's reference
point, and it is for this very reason that new owner- and
editorship may in fact benefit the publication after all.
Spin, thanks for the bum-out. It's over.

a
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• China has a "thing" for the Easter Bunny.

New A4 Audi flies past the competition of German-made cars

By Mark Delbrueck ing a vehicle with the three-pointed star seeks to come even closer to its competi- This new engine looks to keep much
on the hood far outweighs the things sane tion, which, I might add, it does nicely. of the same promise. The second engine
mdelbrueck@ups. buyers
should be worried about: value, While the previous generation A4s available on the new A4 is the 3.2 liter
edu
quality, performance, safety etc. Even made fine use of the famous Volkswagen V6 unit. While the 2.0T pumps out 200hp
if you find yourself stranded on the side Jetta platforms and engines, they were from the crank, the 3.2 V6 engine makes
A&E Columnist
of 1-5, at least you're stranded in a Mer- always considered a step down from a total of 255.
BMW's 3 and Mercedes' C. The newest Both new engines make use of AuIn the realm of cedes.
Undoubtedly,
the
entry-level
luxury
segiteration of the A4 smashes this stigma di's newest direct injection technology,
German cars, and
European cars in ment of the auto industry is one of heavy and is a huge leap forward in technology, dubbed FSI. What FSI does is produce
general, we all know competition. While Mercedes-Benz was drivability and comfort. an optimal environment for the injection,
who sits on top. However, guessing why an innovator nearly 30 years ago with the I had the pleasure of meeting up with a mixture and burning of fuel and air in the
is another matter. Currently, they are not 220-class car, and BMW followed suit a representative from Robert Larson Audi combustion chambers. This results in betthe most powerful, the best value or of decade later with the 3-Series, new en- to test drive two new Audi A4s. On all of ter fuel efficiency, as well as more power.
the highest quality. Nor are they the best tries from around the globe have sprouted the new A4 models (excluding the S4), Not only do FSI units benefit from more
looking or the stingiest when it comes to up with hopes of dethroning the reigning Audi has introduced two brand new en- overall power, they benefit from more
Germans. Today, BMW's 3-Series con- gins. The first is a 2.0 liter turbocharged useable power. The power band has bedino juice.
So why is Mercedes-Benz still king of tinues to set the bar. However, within the four-cylinder dubbed the 2.0T. It re- come flatter and much more usable torque
decade, we have seen the introduc- places the fantastically flexible 1.8 liter is on hand regardless of the RPM. In fact,
all things Deutsch? The answer can sim- past
ply be summed up with a single word: tion of several comparable cars, includ- unit found on the previous model. Tun- Audi is so set on the FSI technology that
Heritage. Or, as we call it in the auto in- ing the Infiniti G35, Lexus IS, and most ers loved this engine for its extremely it uses it on its famous R10 diesel-powthe Audi A4. flexible block and its eager reception to
dustry: Brand Identity. The value of driv- notably,
SEE AUDI PAGE 14
Now in its third generation, the A4 forced induction.

UPS Jazz puts all doubts to rest
By Nick Martens
nmartens@ups.edu
A&E Writer

3806 N.26th St • Proctor District
253-752-5200
wwucchaletbowl.com

My first priority as an
Arts & Entertainment
writer for the University
of Puget Sound is to avoid
being assigned stories involving the UPS Arts &
Entertainment community.
This week, I failed. Given
that this is the worst year
for indie rock since 1957,
I chose to cover the UPS
Jazz band's performance
on Mar. 28. Preparing for
the worst and hoping for
mediocrity, I was quite
pleasantly surprised.
Now, my knowledge
of jazz is entirely constructed from old "Chips
Ahoy!" commercials
("Sing Sing Sing," if you
don't remember the `90s
commercials), so seeing
that Charles McPherson
was a special guest in the
night's performance rang
no bells for me. Perhaps it
should have. McPherson is
a grizzled jazz veteran. He
played with the legendary
Charles Mingus for over a

decade and performed on
the score of the Clint Eastwood film "Birds."
His professionalism did
not permeate all aspects
of the performance, however. From myjournalistic perch at the back of
Schneebeck Concert Hall,
I overheard the band's director, Syd Potter, bemoan
the size of the audience
and delay the start of the
performance in hopes of
further arrivals. This was
poor form, really, as the
crowd was a respectable
size for a Tuesday night at
a small school, and no one
else showed up.
Once the show actually
began, the sailing was relatively smooth. The band
played a few songs alone
before McPherson took
the stage, opening with the
energetic "I Had a Ball"
by Quincy Jones. They
also played a song called
"I Won't Dance," which
was somewhat significant
because it was written for
two basses and seemed
like a good song for dancing. I guess irony is well
appreciated in jazz circles.

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/GLOFilA TRESEDER

The moustache of Charles McPherson wooed UPS audiences,
along with his saxaphone skills in Schneebeck.

After
four
songs,
McPherson made his entrance, looking like the
definition of suave. He
wore a slick black suit
with a deep purple shirt
and tie that simply oozed
class. His faded, worn
saxophone contrasted with
the gleaming brass of the
UPS band and accentuated his experience. Before
the show resumed, Potter commented that they
were going to play several
songs by Jerome Kern,
which I quickly learned

was a good thing.
The first song the band
played with McPherson
was Kern's "This Song is
You." McPherson's talent
was immediately obvious; he crafted complex
flourishes and sustained
dramatic notes with ease
and elegance. The UPS
band would play after
McPherson's solos, creating a compelling dynamic. Of the first four
songs McPherson played,
three were by Kern and
SEE UPS BAND PAGE 13
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Hale's Ale's Drawbridge Blonde finishes with less than stellar taste
By Matt Stevens

mrstevens@ups.edu
Sports Editor
Once again, I spent this week in search of a good
stout, but was distracted by another beer. This week it
was Hale's Ales Drawbridge Blonde. I was hoping for
another wonderful story about some lovely blonde for
whom the beer was crafted for, but as it turns out, the
beer is named after a drawbridge near the Seattle brewery of Hale's Ales.
This beer would have had so much more character if
it was crafted after the brewmaster's long lost love he
left in some barren small town in the Midwest and came
out to Seattle to make his living and lost touch with her.
That would make a story and sell the beer. A drawbridge
is boring.
Hale's Ales states that all their beers are fashioned after the British style of brewing. They do this by brewing
the beer with open-topped fermenters of "the traditional
English brewery."
The packaging of the six-pack and bottle are both excessively busy. There is a drawbridge (a modem one,
mind you; I imagine it crosses Salmon Bay that connects Lake Union to Puget Sound), a mountain, a mountain stream and an excessive amount of fauna. I feel as
though I'm stuck in the forest of beer, drowning in some
unseen bay. Quite cleverly though, there is a woman
drawn into the window of the drawbridge, with blonde
hair hanging down the windows quite Rapunzel-like.
This Drawbridge Blonde almost redeems the rest of the
box. I give the appearance three out of five pivos (just a
reminder, pivo is Czech for the greatest human invention
aside from the wheel: beer).
As I pour the beer into a glass I am struck by its blandness. It is a blonde in its true form; very golden, though
slightly darker than a Bud Light. It is also quite clear,
also typical for a blonde, though those of us of the dark
beer persuasion are resistant to this. The beer has no
head whatsoever. The smell of the beer is almost nonexistent. I dive my nose as far into theglass as I can, and
only then do I realize that there is in fact a substance in
my glass. I am able to distinguish that there is beer in my
glass, but I can not assess a single flavor with my nose.
This beer is quite boring. Two out of five pivos.

The first taste is good. It is not spectacular like the
Naughty Nellie of two weeks ago, but it is okay. I am
not at all repulsed like with some inferior beers, but not
necessarily excited either. The beer almost strikes the
tongue as if it is too carbonated, like soda with too much
carbonation and not enough syrup. There is a lack of
taste even though I feel the beer on my tongue. At the
middle of the sip, I can begin to taste some of the hops,
and at the end I get just a hint of golden ale freshness
that I expect from blondes. Hale's Brewery describes
this as a medium-bodied ale, but it sure is light to us. Six
out of 10 pivos.
For our second taste, I take a large swig and swash it
around in my mouth, hoping to detect some of the hidden flavors m the beer. I am disappointed. There simply isn't a lot going on here. I find more of the malts,
but they are not all that pleasing. They do not react in
a pleasant way like they did with the Nellie or the Redhook ESB. This beer is very smooth and very easy to
drink because it is lacking in taste. I must congratulate
the brewery for marketing it that way. We'll give it four
out of eight pivos. This beer is not faring so well.
The rest of the first beer goes down decently. Because
it is not blowing away my taste buds, I am not actually
drinking it all that quickly (which is sort of the point of
an easy-to-drink beer) but simply sipping it. The beer
does not have a lot of change going on. Two out of five
pivos.
On the second beer, I suddenly spring much more
head, the exact amount expected for-a Bntish-style ale.
Though the color has darkened a bit, the cloudiness is
about the same as the previous beer. These differences
lead us to question the consistency of the brewing process. In the second beer, I get a touch more of the hops,
the bitterness that we expect from a quality beer. The
beer is still plain and has absolutely no smell, but it has
somewhat of a taste, much more than it had earlier. On
the second beer, the Hale's Ales Drawbridge Blonde
scores five out of eight pivos.
The total of the Drawbridge Blonde comes to 22 out of
41, a rank 54 percent. This is without a doubt the worst
beer I have ranked so far. To caution all of you before
you protest Hale's making of undesirable beer (one of
the few things I firmly believe worth protesting) our
preferences are extremely biased.
I like dark beer with lots of flavor that express their

Jazz

ASUPS MIUIUSttiVIltS/bLUKIA I titStUth

A drunken Matt Stevens staggers home from an evening of
`beer reviewing.'

fullness. Blondes by nature do not do this. They are not
designed to have a full taste, but instead made to be easy
to drink. That said, I have had a few good blondes, but
always at brew pubs and not usually at out of the bottle
(as was the Drawbridge). Though I frequent another local establishment, if one is looking for a good blonde, I
would recommend The Ram Restaurant and Brewery's
Blonde. That is without a doubt the best blonde I've ever
had. I myself would rather stick to non-blondes though
(brunettes have much more interesting conversations
I've found).
This is also the first beer I've rated that I would not
buy again.
Recommendations for similar beers: The Ram's
Blonde, Hair of the Dog's Ruth (great name, pretty good
brewery) and Castle Rock's Harvest Pale (I've actually
not had this beer, but it's a very well respected brewery.
And no, this is not Castle Rock, Colorado, but Nottingham, England.).
Matt Stevens' disappointing luck with blondes has made
him much more inclined towards redheads and brunettes.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

three were excellent. The other, Jimmy
Smith's "I Heard a Rhapsody," was too
sporadic. The band would play one section, McPherson another, and while neither part alone was bad, there was little
cohesion between elements.

After a few songs, most of the band left
the stage, leaving just the standard accompaniment (drums, piano, bass, cornpletel y inaudible guitar), McPherson and
two UPS students, one on trumpet, one on
trombone. While the reduced volume di-

Tickets are only $5.50 with
your current student ID!

TH''CrINEMA

606 S Fawcett Ave

253.593.4474 grandcinema.com

Tsotsi

(R)

Fri: 2:00, 4:15, 6:45, 8:50
Sat/Sun: 12:00, 2:00, 4:15, 6:45, 8:50
Mon-Wed: 4:15, 6:45, 8:50
Thurs: 2:00, 4:15, 6:45, 8:50

minished the pure spectacle of the show,
the music was still thoroughly enjoyable.
The most impressive song played in this
configuration was "Green Dolphin Street,"
a perky and rhythmic song that elicited the
finest solos of the night.
The rest of the Band then rejoined the
trio for a big finale. The show ended marvelously, with a powerful number called
"Just Friends." The theater was filled
with pure volume, and McPherson wailed
away beautifully. The audience responded
heartily, enlivened by the energetic performance.
On a Tuesday night, nobody wants to
be cooped up in an auditorium for some
artistic marathon. Instead, the show was
brisk and light; I was surprised to see
that it lasted 90 minutes. It was the perfect distraction, a great pick-me-up on the
dullest night of the week. The Jazz Band
has another performance of a presumably similar nature at 7:30 on April 25
in Schneebeck. As a cheap and fun break
from tedium and routine, I couldn't recASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/GLORIA TRESEDER
ommend it highly enough.
Nick Martens slightly undersold his jazz The slicked-back hair of this UPS trumpeter is
knowledge up there. He actually went swing for wind resistance from the hordes of screamdancing once! ing bitches.

The World's Fastest Indian (PG -131

HEY AMP READERS !

Fri: 4:00, 6:35, 9:05
Sat/Sun: 12:30, 4:00, 6:35, 9:05
Mon-Thurs: 4:00, 6:35, 9:05

It's time to let your inner-Rob Gordon shine!

Why We Fight (pG.,3)
Fri: 2:20, 4:30, 7:00, 9:15
Sat/Sun: 12:15, 2:20, 4:30, 7:00, 9:15
Mon-Wed: 4:30, 7:00, 9:15
Thurs: 2:20, 4:30, 7:00, 9:15
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Announcing the Official AMP Mix Tape Contest
Winners will be chosen by the Trail Editorial
Staff & AMP Columnist Rachel Decker.
SUBMIT TO CMB 1095
DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY APRIL 12
See asups.ups.edu/trail for official rules & guidelines.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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THE AMP 18. A Case of You by Joni Mitchell
By Rachel Decker
rdecker@ups.edu
Editor in Chief
I haven't always been like this.
Most of the time, I just listened
to what was on KMEL, the "hits"
station in my hometown, or sang
along to Boyz II Men because my
best friend said they were cool.
(For the record, Boyz II Men are not still listed under
my definition of cool, but it is absolutely amazing to
hear a drunk guy offer his own karaoke rendition of
"The End of the Road.")
One wouldn't say I was a great connoisseur of music. Actually, one still wouldn't make such a claim.
But I've definitely become a better judge since my
Boyz II Men and KMEL days.
Mostly. the improvement has come from growing up,
meeting new people, expanding my radio preferences,
and most importantly, discovering music with lyrics
that make my head explode and mind boggle, the idea
that words can come together as beautiful thoughts.
I've had a few of these small, epiphanic, Joycian
moments, but one of the most important came when I
first heard Joni Mitchell's "A Case of You," a true Joni
classic. All of her songs are incredible — in fact, in-.:redible is probably not a good enough word — but "A
Case of You" stands out for its lyrics. I love "River"
and "All I Want," but "A Case of You" surpasses even
these.
Mitchell's details are nothing short of incredible, as
in one instance where she describes drawing a map
of Canada on the back of a "cartoon coaster." Her
similes in the song, follow suit. She's a lonely painter
living in a "box of paints," and her lover is "in (her)
blood like holy wine." The entire chorus of the song
compares him to a case of wine, making him somewhat paradoxical in that he tastes "bitter'' but also so
"sweet."
Despite these complications, Mitchell claims she

could drink a case of him and still be on her feet. It's
quite a lovely way to describe the imperfections of a
relationship that's still healthy in its own way. It's as
if Mitchell can't escape him yet finds herself content
nevertheless:

I love that there are two parts to her definition. The
first is in simply connecting on a deep level with
someone you truly care about. It goes one step further,
though, in that the love not only touches someone but
flows out of them from "time to time." You can see its
effects; manifestations are visible in that person you
Oh you are in my blood like holy wine
connect with.
Oh and you taste so bitter but you taste
The definition, just as with love. is still incredibly
so sweet
complicated, and it's because of this that Mitchell reOh I could drink a case of you
fers to love and her lover in metaphorical language,
I could drink a case of you darling
both bitter and sweet. It ties back into that feeling of
And I would still be on my feet
not wanting to escape.
Oh I'd still be on my feet
Much as the situation seems composed of happy
thoughts, Mitchell's first verse is established "just beMy favorite lines, and probably a few of my favorite fore our love got lost," and later offers: "if you want
lines of all time, come in the second verse (I seem to me I'll be in the bar," suggesting indifference and loss.
have an affinity for second-verse lyrics, apparently). That second verse is merely a flashback, a snapshot of
The entire verse itself is characterized by small and her time with her love. The song is a bit mournful in
simple uses of figurative language that make beautiful those respects. Mitchell once experienced an amazing
images come alive, as Mitchell calls herself a "lonely love that existed for a moment in time, and is quick to
painter" who is "frightened by the devil" and remem- point out with the first verse that it is now lost.
bers that "love is touching souls."
Yet it's still apparent that she hasn't lost her definiHere is where I find one of the absolute best defini- tion of love, and in expressing these thoughts, and with
tions of love. It's found at the end of the verse, and she such a strong voice leading her words through melody,
explains it through her lover's thoughts, yet it remains we are able to see that she is ready to fall back into that
all the more powerful:
definition of love again. She could still drink a case of
him and be on her feet. Now that's stamina.
Oh I am a lonely painter
Perhaps that is one of my favorite parts about this
I live in a box of paints
song. I love the stamina, passion and endurance beI'm frightened by the devil
hind the song that I can feel oozing out. Yet, my faAnd I'm drawn to those ones that ain't afraid
vorite part is the second verse of lyrics. I still have yet
I remember that time that you told me, you said
to find more beautiful words that even begin to attempt
Love is touching souls
defining LOVE.
Surely you touched mine
I'd rather find my definition of love and lose it then
Cause part of you pours out of me
never find it at all, and I'd argue that Mitchell feels the
In these lines from time to time
same way. The song is somewhat sad, and its melody
and tone echo that sentiment, but its words are strong
I'm sure not everyone would agree with me on the as well. Mitchell is mostly concerned with the love
superiority of this definition, but whenever I hear this she once found, and its effects, which are still found in
song and these words, I want to leap out of my chair the aftermath. We all should aspire to find such hope
and exclaim that I've heard an attempt at describing and faith in love, even when it falls apart.
the meaning of love.
Rachel Decker needs a little more stamina in waiting to
hear back about her future.

Spike Lee's 'Inside Man' inspires creative crime
By Kevin Nguyen

knguyen@ups.edu
A&E Writer

EIGHT BELOW
NIGHTLY @ 7 P.M.
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
MATINEE @ 4 P.M.
RATE PG
ROCKY HORROR PICTURE
SHOW
SATURDAY @ 11:30 P.M.
BLUE MOUSE THEATRE
2611 N. PROCTOR ST.
TACOMA, WA 98407
253.752.9800
WWW.BLUEMOUSETHEATRE.COM

Recycle Me!

These days, thrillers have a tendency
to be boring. Just like any car chase
filmed in thepast decade, we've seen
it all before. It's interesting that Spike
Lee, usually out to create controversy,
would take on a film about a bank heist. With strong characters and a solid serving of personality, Spike Lee
proves that it's possible to tread triumphantly over familiar ground.
"Inside Man" takes off quickly. In the
opening shot, Clive Owen, as the surreptitious Dalton Russell, explains that
he has planned "the perfect bank robbery." Although he leaves the details of
his plans appropriately vague, Owen's
meditated manner is immediately engaging. His scheme is put into action,
and before the audience has a chance
to open their boxes of Red Vines, hostage negotiator Keith Frazier (Denzel
Washington) is called in to remedy the
situation.
Although the setup sounds cliched,
"Inside Man" throws an early curveball when Madeleine White (Jodie
Foster) is introduced. Her presence
is to ensure that "certain interests" of
bank owner Arthur Case (Christopher

Plummer) are protected. The specifics of her intentions are masked by the
shrewdness of her wicked tongue.
What makes "Inside Man" so compelling is how the three main players — Owen, Washington and Foster
— all think they are in control of the
situation. It's never clear to the audience who is in control, as the film
does a great job of shifting dominance
among these characters. Additionally, the balance of power is carefully
adjusted with each interaction rather
than with unbelievable plot twists. Although quite a bit requires a stretch of
the imagination, no unveiling comes
from left field. Every revelation is fair,
and while we're unsure which of the
characters is on top of the situation, it's
clear that director Spike Lee is always
in control of his material.
Still more impressive about "Inside
Man" is its ability to stay suspenseful and throw in a few laughs as well.
As sharp and tightly crafted as Russell Gerwitz's script is, the occasional
joke certainly keeps the air of the film
light. Even the movie's lead characters
have a good sense of humor. Typically,
film hostage negotiators always have a
haunted past. Thankfully, this is not the
case in "Inside Man." Detective Frazier's laidback yet confident demeanor is
Washington at his most charismatic.

Audi
ered LeMans racecar.
One aspect of the A4 I've
always admired is its look.
Whether it's dressed down
in stock trim with S-line
sport body work, or done up
by tuners like Rieger of Germany, the A4 looks menacing and sophisticated. This
new generation is no exception. Crisp lines and sharp,
daring angles denote this
generation and look fantastic. While previous generations have started to look a
bit dated over the years, this
design promises to remain
timeless even into future
decades.
Amongst the many chang-

es to the exterior, including
the addition of the new corporate front grill, it's what's
underneath the new skin that
counts most. A new chassis
complemented by all new
independent front and rear
suspension makes this a fantastic handling sports car.
Coupled with Audi's famous
Quattro AWD system, without a doubt the A4 would
keep up with 3s and Cs in
the bends.
First, I drove the 2.0T FSI.
The difference between the
new 2.0T unit and the previous generation's 1.8T was
like night and day. The new
unit with FSI accelerated

And of course, the movie is lined
with Lee's witty social commentary,
which ranges from a jab at "Grand
Theft Auto" video games to police brutality to the usual brand of ethnic melting-pot personality. The film's humor
is always clever and fun, but begins to
defuse the tension of the situation. Often, the sharp observations Lee makes
on the New York subway add little
to the story. By the end, we're under
the impression that there's very little
at stake, despite the fact that there are
nearly 30 hostages inside the bank.
"Inside Man" would greatly improve
if it were more consistently focused.
Unlike Dalton, Russell's meticulously
planned sting, Gerwitz's script comes
out strong but loses sight of its goal.
Even Terence Blanchard's score becomes distracting.
Even so, "Inside Man" is one of the
best thrillers in recent years. It separates itself from the typically dull genre with a smart character-driven script
and well supported cast. The jokes
may not add much to the story arc, but
they append a good measure of Spike
Lee's charm. Unlike many films in the
genre, "Inside Man" has personality,
and in an age of cinematic tedium, that
counts for a lot.
Kevin Nguyen is single but in love with
the breaded halibut burger.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
more smoothly (not to men- While the tiptronic transtion more quickly).
missions on both cars were
However, after transfer- nice, I'd opt for the slickring to the 3.2 V6 model shifting 6-speed manual.
with the 55 extra horsepow- The Germans have a knack
er, it's definitely the one I'd for manual trannys, and if
choose. Power delivery was the previous generation S4
extra smooth and linear. I'd that I drove was any indicaeven go so far as to say that tor, the new models must be
it competes with BMW's fantastic.
famous 16 found on the 3Overall, this new A4 is a
series.
huge leap into the future in
Also of note, both cars terms of both technology
made use of Audi's optional and performance. It contin(and totally worth it) Quattro ues to narrow an ever closAll Wheel Drive system. Af- ing gap between Audi and
ter 20 years of perfecting it, the other German bigwigs.
Mark Delbruek loves the way
the system works intuitively
to deliver maximum control that spring makes him feel like
he's back at home in Florida
in the stickiest of situations.

•
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Future of The Trail in doubt,
Combat Zone now only hope
By Khurzad Farzad and The Proteus 3000
Combat Zone Kaisers
If you thought The Trail sucked this year, and we did,
then just wait until next year. As we speak flies are gathering on the corpse of this once proud ... well journalistic ... okay, let's just say paper. The Trail's staff has
decided that the have failed. But who can blame them,
as the target audience is largely made up of functional
illiterates. Almost three-fourths of The Trail's Editorial
Staff is graduating or ending it all in a blaze of glory.
Readers, you can expect either no Trail at all, or a very
different one with lots of new and exciting features. We
at the Combat Zone have recently received (though steal
might also be an appropriate word to use) a list of some
of the new things you can expect to see in next years
Trail.
The following are some of the most notable additions
we hope that you find them informative:
Another four pages. That's right. There are going to
be another four pages to document all of the exciting
events on campus that don't get covered. For instance
did you know a club on Ice Worms is being founded?
Well, with the new format you will get to read a spread
about it and others that barely meet the requirements to
exist. As some have noted: 2,600 students, 2,600 clubs.
The official Ron Tom confessional. In this section
our President will get to hold an open forum about whatever campus disasters may occur. We can't wait to hear
about the UPS cannibal and the Agent Orange that the
planes flying from McCord Air Force base are dropping
on us.
More "Hey You's" because we really don't think 50
is enough. Seriously that doesn't even begin to cover all
of the anonymous backstabbing and creepy pronouncements of love out there. And you love reading them. You
disgust us.
Next year will feature actual journalism. This may
come as a surprise to you but The Trail may be acquiring a few of these people known as "competent." There
might have to be a summer training session to ensure
this, but it will happen. We are very excited.
Even more blurry and grainy pictures that fail to correctly identify the people in them. This is truly the mark
of any great paper.
Radically leftist opinion articles, because by God,
that will be a new thing. Or Opinions, for that matter.
The faculty plagiarist section for all things stolen.
This will actually just be articles lifted from the NY
9
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Times and other similarly disreputable papers.
A funny Combat Zone. We promise it will actually
be good next year. Dude we honestly will have our s**t
together. This is a warm up semester. Or ... something
like it. Oh God, don't fire us.
No more Sports. With our Sports Editor gone there
will simply be no way we can continue. Without Matt
Stevens drunken rampages through the office and our
hearts while he slurs his way through editing, The Trail
will never be complete again.
Full on tabloid style, because the USA Today layout
we have now is entirely too classy. We're thinking "The
Sun" or "Weekly World News." Batboy sells.
Way awful grammar and terrible spelling
More interactive features, like a jumble. Everybody
loves a good jumble. Also included will be matches for
when you get angry at the jumble.
A raise in the starvation wages for writers and editors. Have you ever seen The Trail Staff? They are nothing more than walking skeletons with a look of despair
in their eyes.
A new name for the paper, The Grizzly Times. The
last ASUPS administration has taught us that all you
need to fix things is a new name.
Student participation. This may sound too good to be
true, but no! Actual students will be reading the paper,
writing Letters to the Editor, and being interviewed for
stories. It'll be as if we're a real paper. One day, one
day.
Fair and balanced News reporting. Who doesn't want
to hear the Wyatt rats' side of the story? Or the campus
masturbator. That'll be awkward.
More from our food critic. No, we really like him,
he tells us what is tasty. This week he recommended an
awesome sushi place with tons of neat fish. You can pick
the ones right out of the tanks!
The Features people will do as much of the layout as
possible. Because lets face it they rock, and it's in color.
If only we could have such luxuries. (Remember when
the Combat Zone was on the back page? That was nice,
wasn't it?)
A whole page of thumbs, because they are pretty neat.
Who doesn't want to hear the Trail's Opinion on things?
That's why we have the thumbs, and with a whole page
of them, we can tell you how we really feel. We can't do
that now.
Khurzad Farzad wants to make things change around
here, where as The Proteus 3000 wants to make smarta**.
remarks.

ATTN: READER

Think you've got what it takes to write for the
Combat Zone? Have any amusing problems?
How about a severe lack of self esteem and the
need for just one last thing to push you over to the
edge? If so, submit an article as a word attachment
to trail@ups.edu . Each week the Combat Zone
editors will choose the best, funniest, wittiest and
most pathetic submissions to be featured in that
week's issue. Who knows ... you just might see
your name in print some day.

Other Relevant Articles

`Take Back the Night' reaffirms that
violence towards women is not cool
SEE OPINIONS PAGE 7

Apathy rife for Head Programmers,
Media Heads, trained chimps taken into consideration
SEE NEWS PAGE 5

Senior Wine Tasting, students to
`get crunk' with President, giving
Ron Thom insight to student life
SEE CAMPUS BUBBLE PAGE 19

Interest in mix tape contest reveals
honest-to-God live readers
SEE ABLE PAGE 14

Small elitist clique of filmmakers
dominate Foolish Pleasures with
bizarre taste
SEE ARTY FILMS NO ONE REALLY LIKES

Students speaking in acronyms
shot
SEE LOL WHO'S LAUGHING NOW?

Daylight Savings time arrives,
many students lost in time warp
SEE DIMENSION X

President Ron Thom s ratings down, blame placed on sports failures

By The Bartender From `Boji
Combat Zone Beer and Sports Specialist
A recent gallup/combat zone pole has put President
Ronald Thomas' ratings at 36 percent, an all time low.
Just 13 months ago, when the UPS basketball team was
ravaging through the conference play and Thomas domestic initiatives passed, like shorter grasses on Todd
Field and fresher meat at the Casa Ortega, Thomas'
ratings were at 67 percent, higher than any previous
president who had been in office for more than three
months. The fall was faster than any previous president,
save President Phil Phibbs, when he claimed to be the
reincarnation of the Lizard Queen from atop the library
in 1976.
"You can trace Thomas' fall directly to the mishandling of the war by Hackett," Tacoma Community College professor George McTeaguerson said.
McTeaguerson, a long time out-spoken critic of Thomas and the war Thomas has continued with Pacific
Lutheran University, believes that there are many more
serious threats to the University's dominance in the
Seattle-Tacoma region. He also believes that UPS' constant focus on PLU is destabilizing the region. Possibly
creating a potential clash of civilizations, involving everyone from the T-lokes to North Enders, and possibly
even Big Endians and Little Endians.
The UPS Athletic Director, Amy Hackett, has only
recently come under fire for her inability to sure up the
fight in tough media circles.
"I mean come on, UPS is in the North End, with a
beautiful campus and all those gorgeous girls," McTeaguersen said. "The fact that there is still any doubt as
to whether UPS or PLU is a better school is really a
joke."
The front lines have not been the weakness for UPS as
they are dominant there. Recently the Logger baseball
team swept three games from PLU, the UPS basketball
team won both their games against the Lutes and the
UPS football team won their first match-up with the
punks from Parkland in five millennia. Logger baseball
coach Brian Billings refused to comment for this arti-

cle, as did football coach Phil Willenbrock. Women's
basketball coach Suzy Barcomb answered all questions
posed to her with a muttering, "Goddamn you Rigell,
every year, goddamn you."
Men's basketball coach Eric Bridgeland, who is widely suspected to be looking for jobs outside the current
Administration, fearing its impeding doom, was not at
all hesitant to answer questions.
"Yeah man," Bridgeland said. "We're winning games
and all for her, but Hackett can't make it work. She can't
make anyone think we're better than those Lutes. Honestly too, what the hell is a Lute? I mean can't a guy who
cuts down trees be better than a stupid prayer makin'
dude?" Bridgeland then collapsed into his beer and had
to be carried out of the bar by his two latest recruits.
Recent blame by the Administration has put the falling poll numbers on the media, like yours truly, the
Combat Zone.
"Come on, if you guys would just publish our propaganda and shove it down the citizens' throats, we
wouldn't be having this problem," Houston Dougharty,
Associate Dean for Student Services said. "You do all
this 'reporting' and 'research' stuff and if you would
just listen to what we said, we wouldn't be having this
problem."
It is important to note that Dougharty made the hand
gesture of quoting something when speaking of "reporting" and "research."
On the home front, Thomas is also having serious
trouble pushing through more reforms. His salary cuts
for tenured professors appears to be running into the
most opposition, as those professors who have been
here the longest carry the most weight in their belts and
with students and other administrators. There have been
numerous zero and one-man protests outside the President's office and residence in the past week, though
one of them was mistaken for a passed out Sigma Chi
pledge.
Thomas is also having serious trouble attempting to
raise the costs of tuition as more and more students begin to realize that Thomas' official residence isn't restricted to that proper brick house on 18th and Union,
but the school also rents out the entire upper floor of
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The Combat Zone Staff hard at work. The Drunken Bastards.
Silver Cloud Inn for his personal weekend getaways.
Recent calculations by the Nerds R Us Peace Group For
A Free Tibet and Nova Scotia show that up to 93.14159
of the new tuition hikes will go directly for The Silver
Cloud rental.
There are also critics within the Administration that
feel that Thomas has lost his touch. A high placed individual who used to have "the President's ear" recently
told the Combat Zone that the Administration is wallowing in the wind.
"I don't know what were doing anymore. I don't know
what our goals are, what we're doing to get any better,"
the anonymous source said. "We're just sliding around
in a big room of chocolate pudding and licking it all up
off the floor. No seriously, I'm not kidding. We're down
at the Silver Cloud in the Presidential Suite and there is
chocolate everywhere."
McTeaguerson was not surprised by the criticism
from within.
"This was such a closed Administration for so long.
Thomas can only stifle criticism." McTeaguerson said.
"I'm just surprised it took this long."
The Bartender From Toji had no idea what he was getting
into by submitting to the Combat Zone.

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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The Dramatic Retelling of Nose's Abysmal Loss
...while the walls "\s
wailed, I wished her a
whispered goodbye,
and she slipped stiffly
into her muddied end

...then the ground
crackled a hymn of rain,
her engrossed body falling
nto an empty mold...
.

Yeah, I
tapped that.

02006Elliot Trotter

datapl

"HEY You," professors, I'm graduating
soon, so stop giving
me useless work.

Bey
"HEY You," grape,

I'm gonna get
grape!
"HEY You," if I was
bisexual, I'd totally
do you.
"HEY You," if you
know a friend is
coming over, you
should answer the
door!
"HEY You," could
we please pretend
for just one minute
that it's not all
about you? My
problems are much
worse than yours.
"HEY You," you're
an a** and you're
severely lacking in
family jewels.
"HEY You," stop
asking if your
girlfriend is home
when you knock
on the door - she
just called you, so
she is!
"HEY You," change
your voice mail
message; it's too
serious, lighten up!
"Hay You," CC
that lives in our
house - you rock!
"HEY You," you
can't light candles
when it's only wax!
"HEY You," step
up! Become a
Media head, we
need you!
"HEY You," bring
back the old trash
cans!
"HEY You," don't
ever leave me, ever,
cause I'd find you!

"HEY You," if you
vomit, clean it up!
"HEY You,"
Beatles, greater
than the Rolling
Stones.
"HEY You," you're
cute when you're
awkward.
"HEY You," your
name rhymes with
whale, but it also
rhymes with jail
and tail.
"Hay You," May
11th is an important
day!
"HEY You," from
the next column, I
changed my mind
- please cease
your advances.
"HEY You," Cherry
Coke, why you
taste so good?
"HEY You," keep
drinking in the sun.
"HEY You," what
the hell happened
Saturday night?
"HEY You," Open
Line, check your
grammar.
"HEY You," hot
stuff; when you
gonna figure out
who sent you those
letters? Better get
a move on, only
one month left! -La
Femme Mafia
"HEY You," your
sugar lips are welcome here anytime.
"HEY You," with
the bag, it matches
my chicken pox.

"HEY You," headbanging guy on the
Stairmaster, thanks
for making my
workout worthwhile.
"HEY You," hottie
with the blonde
curls, get out of my
dreams, and into
my car.
"HEY You," former
ASUPS Vice President, I love your
smile ... we should
go out sometime.
"HEY You," get
with it and support
Relay for Life!
"HEY You," Sigma
Chi boy, we had
fun Saturday night,
so get over it and
ask me out already!
"HEY You," you
just lost the game.
"HEY You," sub,
where are my cinnamon rolls?
"HEY You," quit
leaving baloney
slices on the heater
in Wyatt.,
"HEY YoU," in our
Politics class, do
you ever wash that
camo jacket?
"HEY You," Canadian Crew, you
know you heart
Hornby ... admit it!
"HEY You," who
mentioned the Seattle mass murder,
get out of the
bubble and actually
learn about current
events. Hundreds
of people die every
day in Third World

"HEY You," kid with
a weird first name,
doesn't it-suck that
people in yourown
fraternity want to
countries because
kick you out? P.S.
of ethnic conflict or
incurable diseases. You touch my Pi Phi,
you die.
Got it?
"HEY You," girl
who steals my bottled water, not cool!
"HEY You," f**er
who smashed my
car window and
stole my CD player
and iPod Saturday night, I don't
appreciate your
a**holeishness!
And why the hell
did you steal my
phone charger? You
probably can't even
use it! And one
more thing - I'm
especially bitter
about you stealing
my Dar Williams
CD. WTF jerk
face?
"HEY You," riddle
me this ... why did
you used to be so
normal and now
you are just creepy
me creep?
"HEY You," I really enjoy watching
Medical Miracles
in your room with
you ladies. You
both are just so hot!
"HEY You," you
give us more than
$6 for a meal.
"HEY You," you
knew this was coming! Get off your
a** and get a job!
(You know we love
you!)
"HEY You," Trail,
bring back the
Donkey Show.

"Hey You," want to put a "Hey You" ad in?
Just e mail trailheyyou@ups.edu before 5 p.m. on
Tuesdays to see your anonymous thoughts in print.
-

Now you can talk the talk and walk the walk ... anonymously.

my goddamn pen
back.

your every day, but
honestly ... will you
just give me babies
already?

"HEY You," stop
impregnating all my
friends! I thought I
was the only one!

"HEY You," Sigma
Chi's, quit being
sweaty humpers!

"HEY You," ridiculous short English
professor, give me

"HEY You," I know
you think that I am
joking when I hit on

"HEY You," quit
taking everything so
personally. Let it go.

"HEY You," you
should tell your
boyfriend that you
kissed me.

"HEY You, boys in
my 303 class, quit
picking your nose
and eating it. We are
past the third grade
- grow up!

"HEY You," yes you
are my boss, but I'm
not your slave. Do
your own work.

"HEY You," did you
forget your teaching
101? Tone it down.

"HEY You," Take
Back The Night.
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday.

"HEY You," sometimes, if you stop
barking you own
opinion, you can actually hear someone
else's.

pages, but five cents
to make a copy?
"HEY You," moss,
you're everywhere!
"HEY You," rape is
not funny. Stop making the rude jokes.

"HEY You," come to
the Sex Speak Out.
"HEY You," I'll put a
many posters up as I
want to.

"HEY You," keep
you rosaries off my
ovaries.

"HEY You," why is it
free to print a million

"HEY You," be the
fat penguin.
"HEY You," I'd like
my underwear back
please.
"HEY You," them
Kappa Alpha Theta
girls are making me
sweat. You RDG

DOWN
16. Pyro's sister, perhaps

Not utilized well
Right, to a compass (pl.)
To march
Many affirmations
In baseball, a pitcher's
measure
Preludes Dolly, Jonny and
Goodbye
10. To return a sum
13. Long clarinet-like
instrument, known for crazy
reeds
15. To emcee

ACROSS
1. To do without skill
5. Third rock from the
sun
7. Used to listen
8. George Bailey
threw this around
the moon in "It's a
Wonderful Life"
9. It brings showers
11. Mineral,
sometimes gold
12. Wikipedia master
14. Shower goop
17. The saddest dwarf
19. Nimbly
22. Saturday's tennis
rivals
24. Will host Drag
Show April 28
26. Paddle
27. Popular Brazillian
dance
The Hussein's, for
example
TLC says "Let's
Talk About
The
generationallychallenged
Noses do this
around bad smells

18. Poppy's evil offspring
The dance in a repertory
group (abbr.)
Language of Shylock
Of hair and cotton
The band who gave us
"Punk in Drublic" (pl.)
Thorny, prickly, often in a
patch
Get smart
28. Mt. St. Helens' blanket
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THE TRAIL CLASSIFIEDS POLICY

■

The Trail reserves the right to remove any classified ad listing without warning, notice or refund. The Trail shall not be held liable for the content or accuracy of its Classified or Hey You ads. The opinions of the "Hey You" ads do not represent the opinions of The Trail or The Trail Staff. No personal names
are allowed in the "Hcy You" ads. The Trail reserves the right to modify or discontinue any and all parts of the ad, and without notice. The reader agrees
not to use the The Trail's Classifiedr'Hey You" ad section to create damaging, unlawful. harmful or threatening content; commit libel or false accusations;
be false, inaccurate or misleading; or discriminate in any way shape or form. Although The Trail strives to accurately portray each reader's classified or
"Hey You" ad. providing a service for the UPS community, The Trail always has the final say in the final copy of the Classified/"Hey You" ad section.
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Logger softball splits at Pacific
The Puget Sound Logger softball team returned to
Northwest Conference play on April 2 and split their
NWC doubleheader with the Pacific Boxers. Pacific
took game one 5-4 before the Loggers rebounded to
take game two, 9-7, at Lincoln Park in Forest Grove,
Ore.
In game one, the Loggers (16-6, 6-4 NWC) fell behind early as the Boxers (14-8, 6-4 NWC) put two runs
on the board in the bottom of the first. Puget Sound tied
the game up in the top of the fourth after Lindsay Fujita
singled in Kim Blanding, and Kaitie Sabol singled in
Fujita. The Loggers gained the lead briefly in the top of
the sixth inning on a Sabol home run to left field but the
Boxers tied it up in the bottom of the inning.
The see-saw battle continued into the top of the seventh inning when Nikki WinIcley went deep to left field
to give Puget Sound a 4-3 lead, but the Boxers were
able to score two runs in the bottom of the inning to
take game one 5-4. Adrian Herlache took the loss for
the Loggers, allowing nine hits and walking six in six
innings of work.
The see-saw battle in game one continued into the
afternoon's second game. Puget Sound got on the board
in the top of the first when Victoria Raeburn singled
in Fujita and Valarie Barone. Pacific answered back in
the bottom of the inning, picking up two runs of their
own to even it up at two runs apiece. The Boxers took
a brief lead after picking up a run in the bottom of the
third but Puget Sound used a five-run fourth inning and
a two-run sixth inning to hold to 9-3 lead over Pacific.
The Boxers added three runs in the bottom of the sixth
and one more in the seventh. Unfortunately it wasn't
enough as the Loggers took the 9-7 win. Raeburn itn-

proved to 7-3 on the year with the win.
The Loggers were scheduled to head to Willamette
University on April 2 to wrap up the four-game Oregon
roadtrip, but Mother Nature had other plans for them.
Due to showers and light rain falling in the Salem
area, the two games were cancelled. No make-up date
has been announced at this time.

Logger Scores
Softball
Baseball

W Tennis

Compiled from wire reports
M Tennis
M Lacrosse

UPS 4

Pacific 5

UPS 9

Pacific 7

UPS 6

Pacific 12

UPS 4

Pacific 8

UPS 0

Pacific 4

UPS 7

PLU 2

UPS 7

George Fox 2

UPS 1

PLU 6

UPS 4

George Fox 3

UPS 11

Albertson 10

Logger Sports on Tap
Softball

at Whitworth April 8 (DH) & 9 (DH)

Baseball

vs. George Fox April 8 (DH) & 9 at noon
vs. Albertson College April 10 at noon

W Tennis

vs. Whitworth April 7 at 4:30 p.m.
vs. Whitman April 8 at 11 a.m.

M Tennis

at Whitman April 7
at Whitworth April 8

W Lacrosse at Redland April 7
at Whittier April 8
at Claremont April 9
M Lacrosse

at Whitman April 9

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/PAUL WICKS

Victoria Raeburn tosses a pitch in a recent game.

at Central Washington April 8

Crew

at Gonzaga April 8

NCAA tournament goes out with a fizzle as Gators defeat offensively challenged Bruins
ent bond between Joakim Noah
and his father. Why didn't you?
Seriously, I didn't even watch
the game. Partly because I was
"tasting" wine with Ron Thom
and partly because it was opening day for baseball season, and
I was not about to miss opening
day, even if it featured the Yankees sordidly romping all over
the Athletics. (Honestly, is opening day not the third greatest day
of the year, besides of course
Feb. 15 and the first Thursday of

the NCAA tournament?)
But now that the tournament is
over, I feel I may have to agree
Sports Editor
with CBS basketballl analyst Billy Packer for once in my life. The
So the NCAA tournament
big schools draw in the big fan
played out exactly as I expected.
totals and CBS, the broadcaster
I knew way back in Nov. when
of the tournament, and more spethey were 17-0 that the Florida
cifically, Packer and partner Jim
Gators were the team to beat. I
Nantz need the ratings.
knew then that Tuarean Green
Recently published Nielsen
would make a fool of himself,
Raitings put this year's national
that somehow, CBS would find a
championship game between
way to over hype the non-existUCLA and Florida at 25 percent
less viewership than last year's
match-up between Illinois and
North Carolina.
Immediately after the NCAA
tournament committee released
its brackets, Packer and Nantz
attacked the committee for including teams such as George
Mason and four teams from the
Missouri Valley Conference.
Packer thoroughly proved his
ineptitude at the opening of the
George Mason-Wichita State
game when he said, "Though I
haven't seen either of these two
teams play yet this year."
Honestly, Packer? How can
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/GREG GROGGEL you be considered a top basketFlorida, the proverbial football school, plays some shut down defense on ball analyst if you haven't even
seen the teams play? But I diBy Matt Stevens

mrstevens@ups.edu

the Patriotic school, George Mason.

gress.
The point is that big teams
draw bigger crowds. The New
York Times points out that all six
of the Big Ten teams were eliminated before the Sweet 16 and
this probably had the most drastic effect on the ratings. Big Ten
fans are known throughout the
Midwest for their willingness to
put down plows, house the cows
and find a television to watch
the game for their team. But Big
Ten fans are also well known for
rooting for the other teams in
their conference because of Midwest Pride.
I myself am a born and bred
Iowa fan, but if any Big Ten team
is battling another conference in
an important game, I know that
I will be rooting on the Big Ten
team.
Another reason that this season's championship game was
meagerly watched was because
it was a football school (Florida)
versus a school that everyone
loves to hate almost as much as
Duke (UCLA). UCLA has won
too many championships, they
play in L.A. Only long time fans
are going to watch them play.
The obvious solution to the

Logger Athletes of the Week
drBASEBALL CLUB

Opening Weekend
Loggers Special!

Pete Van Sant (Sophomore, Santa Cruz,
Calif.) earns honors after setting two new
NWC-bests at the Whitworth Invitational on
April 1. Van Sant won the long jump and the
200 meter as well as finishing second in the
400 meter.

April 6-9
Show your UPS student, faculty, or employee ID
at the Tacoma Rainiers ticket office and receive a

2-for-1 DISCOUNT
on any reserved or general admission seats during
Opening Weekend, April 6-9, 2006!
For more information call 752-7700.

Fun I 11 n
Tri E3

Katie Russell (Junior, Woodinville, Wash.)
earns honors after remaining undefeated
in singles play this season for the Logger
women's tennis team, defeating opponents
from Pacific Lutheran and George Fox.
Russell is currently 12-0 in singles play for
the 11-1 Loggers.

problem is to follow Packer's
formula and never allow another
non-BCS conference school in
the tournament. There are more
fans of those schools so the ratings will go back up.
Because we all know that
Gonzaga was not one of the
greatest stories ever. Because the
Valparaiso pile on Bryce Drew
wasn't one of the greatest images ever. Because watching the
Hampton coach get picked up
and shaken around like a small
kitten by his players wasn't the
best image of a coach.
No, these images are what the
tournament is all about. While
these teams did not even play in
the Final Four, they are the reason it is called March Madness.
These teams are the reason we
watch so many opening round
games. These teams are the reasons that the opening weekend
of the tournament is the worstattended two work days except
for the Monday after the Superbowl.
I'll take the first two weeks and
give Billy Packer that last week
every year.
Matt Stevens still cuddles with his
Rescue Rangers dolls.

Trail Stat of
the Week
Logger softball first
baseman Hailey Gee
has been an offensive
powerhouse for UPS all
season. Gee is hitting
.449 on the year with 21
runs scored and 22 runs
batted in. Gee is fourth
in the conference in all
those categories. Gee is
also third in conference
in home runs with five,
only trailing team mates
Kaitie Sabol and Lindsay Fujita, who are tied
with six home runs. Gee
is also second in conference in total bases.
Gee hopes to continue
her great play on April 8
and 9 when UPS travels
to Spokane to battle the
Whitworth Pirates in two
days of doubleheaders.
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Logger tennis continues hot streak and dominance of conference •
UPS women welcome Pirates and Missionaries while men travel to Whitworth and Whitman
By Will Holden
wholden@ups.edu
Assistant Sports Editor
Both UPS tennis squads are having a great year as each found themselves sitting in
the NWC's top three at the end of six weeks of play. And even though the men's team
lost a tough match to nationally ranked Pacific Lutheran, each team has managed to
extend their success. The women claimed victories
over Pacific Lutheran (7-2) on Mar. 28 and George
Fox (8-1) on April 1. After the loss to PLU (6-1) on
Mar. 30, the men found a victory of their own against
George Fox (4-3) on April 1.
The women headed to Parkland to take on PLU
first, and it wasn't pretty for the Lutes. They took
just two matches on the day: the number two singles
player Erika Feltus downed Melissa Snyder 6-4, 63 and a dramatic match in the number four singles
spot as Bria Smith of PLU needed two tie breakers
to upend last week's NWC player of the week, Katie
Schultz, 7-6 (11-9), 7-6 (7-5).
The Loggers swept the rest of the matches on the
day. Molly Clevenger, Alyssa Sidoff, Katie Russel
and Alana Wong all won in straight sets. The doubles
tandems of Sidoff and Snyder, Clevenger and Alyssa
Newton
and Schultz and Russell also ran the table,
ACI IPf PI-ICITIICFRVICrc/PAI II WIrIM
defeating the Lutes 9-7, 9-7 and 8-6 respectively to
Andrew Neal returns a shot help give UPS a 7-2 team victory.
The women's team saw a similar amount of comagainst PLU. Neil has been a petition
from the Bruins as they toppled the Bruins
steady number one for the team. with a team score of 7-2.
The women's team played at nearby Newberg
High School, due to the pesky UPS and George Fox
men taking up the Bruin's home courts. And while the high school offered great surfaces for play as they were less than a year old, not being able to play inside thrust
the women into the elements of the Northwest, and the team battled rough conditions
throughout the singles matches.
A bit of controversy arose after Snyder recommended to her opponent Kelsie Howell that they suspend their match due to the weather. The match was already under
way, and Howell convinced the coaches and Snyder to keep playing, much to the dismay of Snyder. Three points later Snyder injured her ankle slidmg on the wet surface
and had to forfeit the match with a score of 3-3 in the first set.
It was the Bruin's only singles victory on the day as Clevenger defeated Courtney
Ngai 6-2, 6-2, Sidoff defeated Kelsie Dalke 6-4, 6-1, Schultz defeated Valerie Ring
6-1, 6-1, Russell defeated Laura Rogers 6-0, 6-2 and Wong defeated Rebecca Crinnion 6-0, 6-0.
The doubles matches also saw UPS drop one as Rogers and Ring defeated Russell and Schultz 8-1. UPS dominated the second two doubles matches with Sidoff
and Snyder defeating Ngai and Dalke 8-3 and Clevenger and Newton overpowering
Howell and Lindsay Hagler 8-1.
The men suffered a tough loss in their first match of the week on Mar. 30 against
the Lutes. The match was scheduled to be played in Parkland but was moved into
UPS' indoor facilities due to weather.
Unfortunately, there wasn't much of a home court advantage for the Loggers as

•

•
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Melissa Snyder and Alyssa Sidoff shake hands with their opponenets after a recent doubles match.
PLU, ranked 18th in the FILA Collegiate Rankings, downed them 6-1, capturing all
but one match on the day.
Despite the loss, the Loggers were encouraged by their play against such an astute opponent. While PLU handled the day's doubles matches fairly easily, as Ben
Schaefer and Jeff Loranger defeating UPS' Nick Amland and Jamie Hosmer 8-2.
Matt Larimore and Alex Eli won with an 8-1 score against Andrew Neal and Steven
Bergland and Jared Vidano and Tyler Ochsner claimed an 8-6 victory over Drew
Gemmer and Andrew Oates. The Loggers were a thorn in the Lutes singles players'
sides all day.
Aside from a solid victory from Larimore over Andrew Neal 6-1, 6-0, Oates was
victorious over John DeMars winning 4-6, 6-3, 10-8. It took Schaefer a tie breaker to
beat Amland as he won 7-6 (7-1), 6-2. Hosmer put up a fight against Loranger. Dan
Davydon and Gemmer took their respective opponents Ochsner and Vidano to three
sets, ultimately losing 6-1, 6-7 (7-3), 10-7 and 3-6, 6-2, 12-10 respectively.
The second match of the week led the men down to rainy Newberg, Ore. Along
with the women, the men had the advantage of playing on the indoor courts.
The men's battle against the Bruin's was tightly contested, and after each team tied
in singles match play, the victories of the doubles teams of Stephan Bergland and
Neal, who defeated Billy Johnson and Jordan Vargas 8-3, and Gemmer and Oates,
who downed Ralf Schultz and Mac Ovenell 8-6, proved to be pivotal.
Amland defeated Vargas 6-0, 6-1, Hosmer won over Johnson 6-1, 6-1 and Gemmer
picked up a 7-5, 6-3 victory over Ethan Headley for the UPS singles' victories. Neal
fell to Tyson Hunter 6-2, 6-0, Oates lost to Ovenell 6-4, 6-2 and Zach Peeler lost 6-2,
6-3 to Schultz in the Loggers' singles losses.
The Logger squads both hope to maintain their winning ways with two weeks left
before the NWC tournament m Yakima. Before looking too far ahead, both the UPS
men and women's teams face off against Whitworth and Whitman on April 7 and
April 8, with the women staying in Tacoma and the men heading on a road trip to
Eastern Washington.

You can find apartment, house,
and room listings at:

•
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Will Holden's fascination with "The A Team" has reached new levels as he recently bought the
entire first and second season on DVD for the second time - he wore out his original copies.

Baseball

Where will YOU live
next year (or even this
summer)?

•

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20

ries with division leader George Fox.
"We need consistency. Against PLU, we made the clutch plays," Gustafson said.
"Against the comparable Pacific team, we didn't. It's frustrating."
Hope is not lost, however, as was shown during the PLU games. As long as the
Loggers continue to play strong defense and maintain their competitive spirit, winning games shouldn't be an issue.
The April 2 game showed all of these aspects of the UPS season. Both sides were
scoreless through the first five innings, with UPS demonstrating a strong defensive
stand. Starter Gustafson struck out five batters in the six innings he pitched, and allowed only one run. However, the Loggers missed offensive opportunities and were
shut out of the game.
This weekend will be an important opportunity for UPS to maintain consistency
and try to contain the most potent offensive team in the NWC, George Fox. There
will be a double-header on April 8 starting at noon, followed by a third game on
April 9.
Chris Jason can recite every single dialogue sequence between MacGyver and Murdoch,
forwards and backwards.

www.ups.edu/dsa/offcampus
Other questions about living offcampus? Visit our office, send us
an email, or even IM us!
WSC 203 / offcampus@ups.edu
AIM: UPSoffcampus

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/SAM ARMOCIDO

Joe Newland and the Loggers watch an opposing pitcher warm up in a recent game. UPS is
back home on April 8 and 9 versus conference leader George Fox.
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Crew battles high waves in Vancouver
By Shanell Doane
sdoane@ups.edu
Sports Writer
The 2006 Northwest Collegiate Rowing Conference Invitational took place on
'a rainy April Fool's Day in Vancouver,
Wash. Despite the cloudy skies, choppy
waters and powerful winds, schools from
all over the West Coast met to race for the
first time of the season.
This particular regatta was significant
because it gave schools a chance to cornApete with schools who aren't in their division and or conference.
Due to increasingly worse conditions
of the weather and water however, racing
was suspended for an hour after two boats
swamped during the Women's Four heats.
The remaining eights races (Women's
Open Eight, Men's
n Eight, Women's
...Novice Eight) at 1111m were completed
!before coaches and referees ultimately decided to call it quits on the rest of the regatta as conditions didn't improve.
"We were all pretty bummed," Ashley
Thrasher said. "It was a long drive for only
a couple races."
Although the rowers were disappointed,
there was an upside. Not only did the boats
Mare well in the races they competed in, but
both the novice and varsity teams had a
chance to gain some experience.
"It was an opportunity to test ourselves
against schools in our conference and

•-

school's that aren't," Tristan Orford said.
Despite conditions, however, UPS came
out with a strong performance.
In the first event, the Men's Varsity
Eight, the Loggers finished at a strong
second, just missing Gonzaga by less than
two seconds. In the final heat of the same
event, they came out on top with a time of
3:24.47. The win is very important for the
Logger squad as they travel to Gonzaga
for a regatta on April 8.
The Women's Varsity Eight matched
that with another second place, less than a
second behind Lewis & Clark.
The first women's victory came in the
Women's DM Varsity Eight event when
they raced past their competitors at a
strong 8:25.76.
In the Novice Eight, the men managed
fourth place and the women third place,
followed by fifth place in the final heat.
The last two events for UPS before the
cancellation of the regatta were the Women's Varsity Eight event and the Women's
Eight event where UPS placed fifth and
then fought for a close third respectively.
In their next big race, they'll take on
Gonzaga, a fast but beatable school.
"It will be a good race," Orford said.
"Just to help us learn to pace ourselyes
against a really fast crew." ' 7
The UPS men's crew tray& to Spbltike
to battle Gonzaga and and the women face
Lewis & Clark in a scrimmage on April 8.

Logger Sports Shorts: club soccer, men's and women's golf
CLUB SOCCER

The University of Puget Sound men's
club soccer team, UPS FC, won their
spring season opener 3-2 over the Potrerillos on April 2. The match was played at
Rainier Beach High School.
The UPS men came out hot, finding
their opponents' goal throughout the first
half. Sam Chalfant of UPS put his team
on the board with his first goal of the season. UPS FC took a 1-0 lead into halftime.
The second half was a different story. The Potrerillos came out strong and
forced their way back into the game. After
a second goal for UPS by Nick White, the
Potrerillos tallied two goals of their own.
It wasn't until the last minute of the game
when Jon Roberts found Chalfant in front
of the net to score his second goal of the
game and seal the victory for LIPS.
UPS FC plays in the Greater Seattle
Soccer League (GSSL), which is made up
of numerous men's teams from the Seattle area. The GSSL places each team in
a division, according to skill level. Both
fall and spring sessions are available, but
only the fall season includes playoffs.
The UPS club team is in only its second
year of existence at UPS, but has already
proven the need for such a program. Last
semester,' the team dominated their division and went to the championship game,
only to fall 1-0 to the Somali United. BeShanell Doane has taped every single epi- cause of their superb play, the UPS FC
sode of "Eureka's Castle" and watches them has moveed up a division.
UPS FC next faces off against the LBC
with the volume on 11 every Wednesday night.
Magic at Nathan Hale High School on
April 9.

MEN'S GOLF

It
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The Logger novice boat drains the water out of their boat after a race at the Daffodil Cup.
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Whitworth compiled a team score of
613 in the 36-hole tournament to finish
just one stroke ahead of Linfield for the
team championship at the Pacific Invitational, held at the Pumpkin Ridge Golf
Club's Ghost Creek course on Mar. 25.
For the Loggers, who finished fourth
in the team race with their score of 633,
Scott Brozena finished as part of the fiveway tie for third with his score of 153.
Brendan Mason finished three strokes
behind at 159. Perry Villanueba was one
stroke off of Mason's pace as he rounded
out the Logger's top three individuals
with a score of 160.
The Puget Sound Logger men's golf
team returned to Tacoma with a sixth

place finish at the Northwest Conference Spring Classic, held April 2 and 3
at Wildhorse Resort Golf Course in Mission, Ore.
The Loggers finished with a team score
of 650 (331-319), which was 60 strokes
behind co-winners Linfield and Whitworth. Puget Sound's chances were hurt
on April 3 when they arrived at the golf
course and learned that two of their players had been disqualified. Individually,
the Loggers were led by Mason Whitcomb, who finished with a 157 (78-79).
Jordan Carter of Whitworth posted the
tournament's best score, finishing with
with a 143 (75-68).
On April 8, the Loggers will take on rival Pacific Lutheran at Oakbrook Country Club.

WOMEN'S GOLF

Pacific came one step closer to capturing their third straight Northwest Conference women's golf championship April 1
as the Boxers won the NWC Spring Classic at the Wildhorse Golf Course near
Pendleton, Ore.
Led by a third place finish by Kilah
Sime and a fourth place finish from Molly
Lindbloom, the Boxers secured the team
title with a score of 711, 30 strokes ahead
of second place Puget Sound.
The Boxers earned seven points in the
championship chase and now stand one
point behind Puget Sound at 13-12. The
conference title will be determined by
placing in three major tournaments over
the course of the season.
Emily Lau tore up the competition on
the first day of the tournament, posting
the best one-day score of the tournament
with a 79. However, Lau gave up her
two-stroke lead over Leslie Wheeler on
the second day as she shot a disappointing 90 and Wheeler finished with an 83.
Aside from Lau, two other Loggers put
together solid tournaments. Adrienne Parrish came in 10 strokes behind Lau for a
second place team finish with a 179, and
Laura Stafford wasjust seven strokes behind her with a total score of 186 over the
two days of play.
The Loggers will compete in one more
tournament before the NWC Championships, at the Pacific Invitational April 8
and 9 at the Quail Valley Golf Course in
Banks, Ore.
From Staff Reports
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Many real estate professionals
have college degrees_
Why should you consider a
career real estate?
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Recently licensed real estate professionals have GREATER EARNING
POTENTIAL than college grads in most fields.
Housing is one of the three essentials of life.
It's ALWAYS IN DEMAND.
Real estate professionals enjoy FLEXIBLE HOURS and INDEPENDENCE.

A real estate career offers UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES for professional and
personal growth.
If you're
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Logger track teams led by Van
Sant and Robinson at Whitworth
By Helen MacDonald

The Trail

Baseball falters at Pacific, •
looks to rebound in NWC
against Bruins at home

•

By Chris Jason

hmacdonald@ups.edu
Sports Writer

cjason@ups.edu

The UPS track team spent Mar. 30 on the other side of
the mountains, in Spokane, Wash. at the Whitworth Invitational. Division I schools were also participating in
the invitational, making it that much more competitive.
The Loggers were not deterred however, and sophomore Peter Van Sant won both the long jump and the
200m dash with season bests, moving him to first in
Northwest Conference ranks. Van Sant also placed second in the 400m dash. Burch Greene also grabbed a first
place for the Loggers in the pole vault. As a team, the
Logger men won the 4x100 relay. While the UPS women did not take any events individually, they did win the
4x400 relay.
Van Sant and Greene were not the only UPS runners
with strong performances. Many other Loggers also had
season and personal bests, including sophomores Brycen Bye in the 200m dash, Zach Stoddard in 5000m run
Stewart Decker 400m hurdles, junior Brian Kramer in
the triple jump and freshman Greg Bailey in the discus.
or the women, freshmen Emily Timmer and
Liana Roberts both ran
a personal bests in the
1500m run, sophomore
Brittany Hodgson ran
her best in the 3000m
steeple chase.
The Northwest Conference Championship is
just around the corner for
the UPS track team. The
Loggers have worked
hard so far this season.
On the men's side, the
Loggers have the top
qualifying mark in all of
the jumping events: long
jump, triple jump, high
jump and pole vault. The
men also have the top
five times in the 5000m
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/PAM MICHAEL
run.
Brian Kramer attempts to the
For the women, senior
keep the sand out of his shoes Jena Robinson is leading the NWC in the triat the beach. Kramer jumped ple jump and also has a
his personal best triple jump at NCAA provisional cut in
that event.
Whitworth.
The Loggers host their
next meet, the Shotwell
Invitational, which will take place on April 8 at 10 a.m.
"Shotwell is our premier meet of the season, other
than conference. We should have somewhere between
four and five hundred athletes competing there," senior
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Al Middleton throws a shot put in at the UPS Invitational. The

Loggers are back home on April 8 as they host the Shotwell
Invitational.
Matt Vanni said. "This meet comes at the perfect time
in the season for both our men's and women's teams to
really shine."
With the season more than half-way finished, the men's
and women's teams will have to keep working towards
Northwest Conference cuts for the NWC Championship
that takes place at the end of April.
"Shotwell is a really good meet to see where we stand
in conference," senior captain Clare Benish said. "Its
our last home meet of the season so we are all very excited about it."
Helen MacDonald sincerely enjoys singing
the Log Song from "Ren & Stimpy."

UPS Men's baseball lost three tough games in a series
to the Pacific University Boxers amidst a flurry of rain
delays and heartbreaking inconsistency. UPS lost two
games on April 1 by scores
of 6-12 and 4-8, and lost th
other on April 2 0-4.
"It was a rough weekend,"
sophomore pitcher Ryan
Gustafson said.
Part of what made the
weekend so difficult were
the horrible weather conditions. The first game was
delayed multiple times in
the middle innings, right as
the Loggers were gaining
momentum.
Moments after a solo
home run by A.J. Jorg, an
hour rain delay ensued.
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Shortly after play resumed,
Logger shortstop Shaun the Boxers added three runs
to their lead. Jorg's home
Kiriu starts a double play run proved to be the Login a recent game. UPS gers last.
The game on April 2 was
needs to pick up their de- also
adversely affected by
fense if they hope to defeat the weather. The players sat
around the field for nearly
George Fox.
six hours after the game was
supposed to start at noon,
and the game was finally started at 6 p.m.
"It was hard to stay focused, sitting around so long,"
Gustafson said about the rain delay on April 2.
All in all, the weather was not the decisive factor in
the UPS losses.
"The series could've been pretty competitive, but we (
didn't execute," Gustafson said. `We didn't make the
clutch plays. It could've been, but wasn't."
It didn't help that the Boxers were gaining the lucky
edge on many plays.
"All the balls were bouncing their way," Gustafson
said. "It was just a tough weekend,"
Potentially the most decisive factor in the Loggers'
losses was the abundance of missed opportunities.
"They were making the plays when they needed to.
We didn't," Gustafson said.
This has been aproblem all season for the Loggers,
who are in jeopardy of losing .ground in the Northwest
Conference playoff hunt coming into an important seSEE BASEBALL PAGE 18

Men's lacrosse eeks by Yotes of Albertson, 11-10, prepares for trip to Central and Whitman 411
By Sean Duade

sduade@ups.edu
Senior Sports Writer
Playing at Mason Middle school on
April 2, the Loggers (3-5) entered their
game against Albertson (2-6), trying to
snap a two-game losing skid. 'They'd
have their hands full all afternoon with
Albertson attacker Cody Heart, who is
the leading candidate for Pacific North-

west Collegiate Lacrosse League (PNCLL) offensive player of the year.
Heart leads the PNCLL in points per
game (8.0), averaging 5.4 goals and 2.6
assists per contest. By comparison, Puget
Sound's top scorer, senior Scott McAmis,
is ranked 34th in scoring per game, averaging 1.67 goals and 0.33 assists per
game.
But Albertson's lack of offensive depth,
aside from Heart, proved to be their
downfall, especially after the Loggers
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Brian Ames fights an Albertson player for the face off.

jumped out to a 4-2 lead at the end of the
first quarter.
"We got out to a great start beating Albertson in the first quarter," sophomore
Brian Ames said. "I think I had two goals
in the first quarter, maybe one in the first
quarter, one in the second. I'm not sure,
but the second one was pretty sick from
25 yards out."
Both teams traded goals in the second
half, with Albertson playing catch-up for
the duration. Heart did his best to spoil the
Loggers victory by cutting Puget Sound's
lead to one with a minute remaining in
regulation, but Heart's push was too late
and the Loggers walked away with a
squeaker of a victory, 11-10.
"Two of the remaining three goals came
from running a diagramed play, which
was really exciting to see work so well,"
senior Charlie Kashiwa said. "This was
the first time this season that we have outscored our opponent in the first quater as
well."
Most important for the Loggers was
the improvement the team showed, and
the resilience it had in holding a lead and
fending off a late game surge.
"We have seen a ton of improvement
since the break," Charlie Kashiwa said.
"Intensity is up and people are getting a
better hold of the game. We have a lot
of freshmen who have never played before."
On the team's 25-man roster, 16 players
are listed as underclassmen including 13
players that are entirely new to the team
this year. Some of those new players are
now contributing and energizing the club
for a potential playoff run.
"Chris Bossart takes home the game
ball this week," Kashiwa said. "He is a
freshman with a ton of heart and hustle!"
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Kawisha pushes past an Albertson defender on April 2.
Bossart is one of a number of underclassmen playing for the Lagers this season, many of whom couldn't tell the difference between a Quidditch broomstick
and a Lacrosse stick six months ago.
"The next couple of games have playoff implications and we will be travelling
to Central Washington this Saturday and
then on to Whitman on Sunday for league
play," Ames said. "We are hoping to finish the season strong and make our way
into the playoffs.
Kashiwa had his best game of the season, doling out four assists, including twoa
to junior Connor Donnelly. Donnelly finished with four goals.
Charlie

Sean Duade secretly dresses up as Bill Nye
and films himself doing science experiments
in his spare time.

